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Abstract
The modern power systems have recently increased the interest in distributed generation
(DG) technologies due to, fuel cost uncertainties, environmental constraints, and increas-
ing power consumption with shortage of transmission capacities. Distributed generation
(DG) using clean and renewable energy in power supply system have attracted serious at-
tention. Many developing countries are adopting distributed generation (DG) technologies
for their power systems expansion planning. Solar Energy is one of the most promising,
nonpolluting, free source of energy. The enormous development of the exploitation of
renewable energy throughout the territory leads to rethink the paradigm of traditional
power grid. In particular, the possibility of operating of small networks in islanded con-
figuration in remote villages, along with several benefits that we can glimpse. In some
countries, electrical distribution lines have to cross areas where the installation cost could
be very high and carrying out maintenance could become extremely difficult (e.g. desert
areas). As a result, frequent power disconnections and blackout heavily affect the quality
of supply of end-users. Conversely, the renewable energy sources exploitation in supply-
ing portions of the distribution network during system disconnections is very interesting,
both for reducing fossil fuel use and as backup power generator. In case the islanded local
electrification makes use of discontinuous and unpredictable energy sources such as pho-
tovoltaic, a Battery Energy Storage System is required to regulate the system, supplying
power balance and voltage stability. This requires, however, the development of appropri-
ate control strategies to allow a continuous balance between the load and the generation.
In this thesis, a control strategy implementing Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)
and PV generation plants has been developed and tested for electrification of modeled
remote distribution network. In the proposed (SMO) master/slave control strategy, the
BESS operates as a slack node, while PV are controlled as PQ generators. The ability
of the developed control strategy to preserve energy balance and system stability was
extensively investigated. To minimize the BESS size, a use of Synchronous Generators
was introduced to supply base load during night period. Furthermore, for efficiency im-
provement of the BESS and further reduction in batteries size especially under peak load
conditions, a Battery Supercapacitor Hybrid Energy Storage System (ESS) was developed
and investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
The global population growth and industrialization lead to a rapid increase in the de-
mand for electric energy. The IEO2016 expects a growth in global energy demand of 629
quadrillion Btu in 2020 and 815 quadrillion Btu in 2040 and an increase of 48% from 2012
to 2040. This forces the electric utilities to dramatically rise their energy generation to
fulfil these requirements.
The traditional power systems comprise generation systems which utilize large centrally
located power plants, transmission and sub-transmission systems to transmit bulk power
quantities for long distances from generating plants to load centers, and the distribution
system to feed different load types as industrial, commercial and residential loads with
unidirectional power flow from generation systems to load centers. Most of the centralized
power plants make use of fossil fuel to generate electricity, 70% of the generated electricity
in 2012 was from fossil fuel generation technologies [1]. Only one third of the fuel energy is
converted into electricity, with 20% of the generation capacity is reserved for peak demand
which may be used only 5% of the time [2]. The existing transmission and distribution
networks are aged and overburdened and need to be upgraded to meet growth demand
requirements. Electricity generated from fossil fuel can be considered as a significant con-
tributor in greenhouse gas emission and environment pollution. As a result of the growth
of generated electricity by 2020, carbon dioxide emission is expected to increase by 35% [3].
The world today is at turn point, fossil fuel is highly consumed while reserves are deplet-
ing, oil prices are unstable and greenhouse gas pollution, which has a harmful effect on
the ozone layer, is increasing along with continuous growth in energy demand. In order
to overcome the negative impacts associated with the use of fossil fuel and to guaran-
tee growth on long term bases, alternative energy sources have to be participated in the
energy mix. Modern technologies provide us with distributed generation (DG) utilizing
renewable energy resources.
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1.2 Stand-alone Systems
Electrification of remote areas or islands through a power grid, in some cases, can be tech-
nically either impossible or extremely costly. Islanded systems making use of distributed
generations (DGs) utilizing local available renewable energy sources can be a promising
approach from both economic and environmental points of view. Generally, a stand-alone
system may operate in grid connected or in islanded mode. In grid connected mode, the
grid provides operating voltage and frequency regulation while all the DGs are called to
work as grid following units to exchange power with main grid. However, in islanded mode
the system control is more challenging. The system must be equipped with the suitable
controllers for proper system voltage and frequency regulation. Developing and imple-
mentation of appropriate control strategy is a key factor for an islanded system operation.
In case the islanded system makes use of intermitted energy sources such as photovoltaic
(PV), a Battery Energy Storage System is essential for preserving system stability and
balance of generation and load power. Master-slave control strategy can be considered as
one of the most commonly used schemes to manage PVs integrated battery energy storage
in stand-alone systems.
1.3 The case study of Libya
In this thesis, a MV distribution network for a remote typical Libyan oasis town (Al-Kufra)
is addressed as a case study.
Libya is a developing country located in the middle of North Africa along a coast of
∼ 2000km with a population of 6.5 millions, most of them live along the coast. As many
other developing countries Libya intends to implement DG technologies using renewable
resources for its generation expansion planning, especially solar energy which has large
availability. The entire area is 1, 750, 000km2, large part of it located in the Sahara desert
which has a great rate of solar radiation [4]. According to EU scientists, because the
sunlight in this area is more intense, solar photovoltaic (PV) panels in northern Africa
could generate up to three times the electricity compared with similar panels in northern
Europe. Figure 1.1 shows the Annual Direct Solar Irradiance in the southern EU-MENA
Region. The primary energy received by each square meter of land equals 1 – 2 barrels of
oil per year [5].
Libya is wealthy in solar radiation income with the daily average radiation on a horizontal
plane being 8.1kWh/m2/day in the southern region in Al-Kufra and 7.1kWh/m2/day in
the coastal region [6].
1.3.1 Libyan Electricity Network Overview
The entire power sector in Libya is operated by GECOL. The General Electric Company
of Libya (GECOL) is a totally government owned corporation. Most of the fossil-fuelled
2
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Figure 1.1: Annual Direct Solar Irradiance in the southern EU-MENA Region.
generation power plants are located along the coast as shown in figure 1.2 [4], [7].
The last registered data about the Libyan national electric grid was in 2012 listed in
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Figure 1.2: Generation power plants and Transmission lines.
GECOL’s (statistics 2012) report. The number of power plants classified by type of
production technology along with their installed and available capacities are listed in
table 1.1.
The total energy production in 2012 was 33, 980GWh while the percentage of fuel types
utilized for energy production is shown in figure 1.3 [7].
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Table 1.1: Production capacities and used technology [7].
Production
Technology
Number of
Units
Installed
Capacity
(MW)
Available
Capacity
(MW)
Steam 14 1,240 590
Gas 32 4,611 3,487
Group 15 2,355 2,055
Group 12 582 225
Total 71 8,788 6,798
Figure 1.3: Fuel types utilized for energy production.
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The transmission networks are categorized according to voltage levels into 400kV,
220kV and 132kV while the sub transmission voltage level is 66kV and the distribution
systems have medium voltages of 30kV and 11kV. According to voltage levels, the total
lengths and types of the lines in addition to the number of the substations and their
installed capacities are listed in table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Transmission networks lines and substations [7].
Voltage
Level (kV)
Overhead
line (km)
Cables (km)
Number of
Substations
Substations’
Installed
capacity
(MW)
400 2290 - 13 9,600
220 13,706 154 87 19,006
66 14,311 165 195 4,359
30 11,142 5,084 461 13,914
On the other hand, the maximum load in 2012 was 5, 981MW with electricity con-
sumption per capita of 4, 850kWh. The electricity demand is growing rapidly with an
expected peak load to be more than 8MW in 2020 as shown in figure 1.4 [8]. The total
number of customers are categorized into five main groups with the electricity consump-
tion per sector as reported in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.4: The Growth Of Peak Load from 1992-2020.
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Figure 1.5: Electricity consumption per sector (2012).
Energy related emissions can be considered as the source of almost the total CO2
emissions in Libya. Figure 1.6 illustrages the main sectors and their contributions in CO2
emission.
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Figure 1.6: CO2 Emission by sectors.
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In order to cover the growth energy demand within the environmental constraints
related to greenhouse gas emissions, the Renewable Energy Authority of Libya (REAOL)
has proposed the strategic plan shown in figure 1.7 [9] for developing the renewable energy
utilizations in Libya (2013-2025) [9].
Figure 1.7: Strategic Plan for developing the Renewable Energy in Libya (2013-2025).
1.4 Aims and objectives
The objective of the thesis is to study and investigate the exploitation of renewable energy
sources in supplying portions of the distribution network in grid connected mode or in
islanded mode during system disconnections.
Implementation of Distributed Generation Technologies and the electrical system behavior
in steady-state conditions are investigated focusing on the improvement of the network
power quality levels in both grid connected and islanded modes.
A single master/slave control strategy, implementing BESS and PV generating plants, is
proposed to regulate frequency and voltage in islanded mode.
The control schemes (control frames, control models and model parameters) are devel-
oped, in DIgSILENT (Power Factory) environment, both for the storage system operating
as slack node and for the slave PV generator plants.
In the proposed control strategy, the BESS modulates the voltage and frequency at its
point of common coupling (PCC) in order to indirectly control the PVs reference signals.
The PV generation plants regulate their active power outputs depending on the reference
7
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signal provided by the master (BESS) to bring back, within proper time response, the sys-
tem frequency to its rated value after any load perturbation. On the other hand, the PV
reactive power is evaluated according the reference signal provided by the BESS aiming
to keep the system voltage closed to 1p.u. and reducing reactive power of the BESS to
zero at steady state.
In the proposed control strategy, the BESS active power exchange with network is mini-
mized in order to preserve BESS ability in system stabilization, also the number of charge
and discharge cycles of the batteries is reduced for improvement of their life span. The
proposed control strategy does not require communication channels between the master
and slaves for the optimal operation of the stand-alone system since system voltage and
frequency are used to coordinate BESS power exchange with PVs outputs.
In MV islanded networks the size of BESS can be relatively large and have heavily im-
pact on the total installation cost of the system. Aiming to reduce the size of the BESS
and consequently the overall installation cost, synchronous generators are introduced as
another group of slaves to the proposed control strategy for supplying the base load, espe-
cially during night. The required control models are developed for the diesel generators to
regulate their active and reactive power according to the frequency and voltage imposed
by BESS.
In order to limit batteries’ discharge under peak load conditions, getting benefit from high
power density characteristic of supercapacitors, a battery-supercapacitor hybrid EES is
introduced to the proposed control strategy. The hybrid EES is modeled in DIgSILENT
power factory to investigate the contribution of each of the battery and supercapacitor in
active power provided by the EES, where the supercapacitor provides the major part of
the peak power while the battery supplies the low continuous power.
The simulations performed throughout this thesis has been carried out using the commer-
cial software DIgSILENT power factory to demonstrate validity of the developed control
models and to confirm the ability of the proposed control strategy.
1.5 The structure of the thesis
The thesis comprises six chapters. The next two chapters present literature to get the state
of art of the main components and systems required for stand-alone systems making use
of renewable energy sources. The later chapters provide design of the proposed control
scheme, modeling of system components, simulations results, introduced improvements
and conclusions.
in chapter 2, technologies for islanded network operation is discussed in two sections. The
first section presents an overview of distributed generation’s definition, classification and
technical and environmental benefits. Some of the most common types of distributed ge-
neration technologies along with their features and suitable application are discussed. In
the second section different types of electrical energy storage (EES) technologies are in-
8
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troduced. Classification, features and characteristics of the most common types of energy
storage technologies in addition to their suitable application are presented. Also compar-
isons between the different technologies according to the most commonly used criteria are
provided in that section.
The proposed control scheme implements solar PV generation plants for supplying an
islanded network, hence, chapters 3 is addressed for PV technology. In this chapter,
PV basic components and theory of operation are briefly described. PV panel modeling,
characteristic curves, effect of temperature and solar radiation on PV curves along with
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) are illustrated.
In chapter 4, a brief technical introduction about the use and the relation between DGs,
BESS and islanded networks is presented. Layout of requirements and control of islanded
networks is provided. This chapter focuses on the proposed control approach’s description,
design and implementation, then modelling of battery energy storage system (BESS) and
PV generation plants in DIgSILENT environment. Simulation results are reported in this
chapter where firstly, the modeled network is identified. Secondly, simulations are carried
out to investigate system behavior under steady state conditions focusing on improvement
in power quality as a result of utilizing DGs technologies. Thirdly, power, frequency and
voltage dynamics are analyzed through simulated load perturbations. Finally, a one-day
simulations are carried out to evaluate energy balance and the ability of the proposed
control scheme in managing system components behavior.
In chapter 5, the proposed amendments of the developed control approach for minimizing
the BESS size and efficiency improvement are discussed in two separate steps. Firstly,
synchronous generators are introduced to supply the base load during night in order to
minimize the size of the BESS, where the components of the generators are modelled in
DIgSILENT environment and simulation results are printed and discussed. Secondly, a
battery-supercapacitor hybrid ESS is implemented with simulation and results investiga-
tions.
Chapter 6 is addressed for the general conclusions and future works.
9
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Chapter 2
Technologies for islanded network
operation
2.1 Distributed Generation Technologies
2.1.1 Introduction
The idea behind distributed generation was not completely new. Early power systems
were designed in the form that all costumers are supplied by a local generation plant
at or near the point of use. The electric system was composed of individual systems
being built and operated by different companies with multiple but isolated generation
plants [10], [11]. As an example, local grids in the US, were operated in isolation and
owned by 4000 individual electric utilities [12]. Later technologies, such as economics of
large-scale generation plants and emergence of AC grids, allowing transportation of large
bulk of electricity over long distances, lead to construction of massive electricity systems.
The developed power systems, figure 2.1 [13], comprise of central generation power plants,
large transmission systems to deliver power over long distances from generating plants
to load centers, and the distribution system to supply different types of consumers. In
the interconnected systems the failure of one power supply can be compensated by other
power plants. Large-scale interconnected power systems were both reasonably secure and
economic because of their economic and reliability associated advantages. Centralized
generation plants typically utilize fossil or nuclear fuel for power generation and can be
located anywhere from 10s to 100s of kilometers away from load centers.
Recently, due to new technical, economic and environmental factors arise in last
decades the economic and reliability advantages of traditional power systems with central-
ized generation plants may no longer apply [14]. Deregulation and liberalization of energy
market, petroleum fuel prices uncertainty and associated environmental constraints have
attracted the attention of researchers and developers to implementation of distributed
generation (DG) in distribution system planning. Distributed generation (DG) is a rela-
11
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Figure 2.1: Traditional Electric Power System.
tively small power generation source sized from a few kW to 10sMW , providing power
from renewable energy or fossil energy and usually connected directly to the distribution
network or connected to the network on the customer site of the meter, figure 2.2 [13].
Figure 2.2: Integrated Electric Power System with Distributed Generation (DG).
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2.1.2 Potential Benefits of DG Systems
The growth of DG and its integration into electric power system operation and plan-
ning was due to several technical and environmental potential benefits which are briefly
discussed below.
2.1.2.1 Technical Benefits
❼ Efficiency improvement: DGs reduce waste in transmission of electricity from a
power plant to a typical user which is about 4.2 to 8.9 percent due to transmission
equipment aging, and growing congestion [15]. Simple cycle gas turbine Combined
employs Heat and Power (CHP) technologies can increase the efficiency of the system
by up to 70− 80% [16].
❼ Improving power quality: voltage variation may occur due to in proper switching
operations, interruptions, and transients. DGs can help in improving power quality
issues as voltage profile and reduced harmonics.
❼ Increasing reliability: Reliability problems refer to sustained interruptions. The
Electric Power Research Institute reported that power outages and quality distur-
bances cost American businesses $119 billion per year. Industries such as chemicals,
petroleum, and refineries, require high reliable power supply and they usually imple-
ment distributed generation technologies to ensure consistent power supplies [15].
❼ DGs can reduce congestion of power on transmission networks. Investments in trans-
mission systems upgrading and expansion to meet the increased power demand can
be minimized by building large number of localized DG units close to load cen-
ters [17].
❼ Generating power on site implementing the combined generation of heat and elec-
tricity (cogeneration technologies CHP) may result in energy conservation of 10% to
30%, compared to separate generation of heat and electricity utilizing fossil fuel [18].
❼ DGs location and size flexibilities can greatly effect energy prices [19].
❼ By supplying power to the grid, DGs can reduce the wholesale power price and help
in “peak load shaving” [19], [20].
❼ DG can contribute in improving the security of the grid by reducing terrorist large-
scale targets as nuclear power plants.
2.1.2.2 Environmental Benefits
Electricity generation plants are responsible for a significant part of greenhouse gas emis-
sion. IEO 2013 reports that world energy increases from 524quadrillionBtu in 2010 to
13
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630quadrillionBtu in 2020 and 820quadrillionBtu in 2040 as illustrated in table 2.1 and
figure 2.3 [21].
Figure 2.3: World total energy consumption, 1990-2040 (quadrillion Btu).
Note: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) member
countries as of September 1, 2012, are the United States, Canada, Mexico, Austria, Bel-
gium, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hun-
gary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portu-
gal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, Japan,
South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand. For statistical reporting purposes, Israel is
included in OECD Europe.
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Table 2.1: World energy consumption by country grouping, 2010-2040 (quadrillion Btu).
Region 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040
Average annual
percent change
2010-2040
OECD 242 244 255 263 269 276 285 0.5
Americas 120 121 126 130 133 137 144 0.6
Europe 82 82 85 89 91 93 95 0.5
Asia 40 41 43 44 45 46 46 0.5
Non-OECD 282 328 375 418 460 501 535 2.2
Europe and Eurasia 47 50 53 57 61 65 67 1.2
Asia 159 194 230 262 290 317 337 2.5
Middle East 28 33 37 39 43 46 49 1.9
Africa 19 20 22 24 27 31 35 2.1
Central and South America 29 31 33 35 39 42 47 1.6
World 524 572 630 680 729 777 820 1.5
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Environmental regulations have been adopted for minimizing CO2 emission. DGs
utilizing renewable energy resources can be key factor for achieving this goal. Several
policies are issued aiming to promote the development of distributed generation. In China
the State Council has issued the strategy planning of energy development (2014–2020), it
encourages development of renewable energy and other clean energy, minimizing utilization
of coal, and promote energy structure optimization. The America proposed policies on
promoting the application of distributed generation are listed in table 2.2 [22].
Table 2.2: Overall incentive policies of distributed generation in America.
Time Policies Contents
1978 Bills of the utility
regulations policies
1978 Bills of the utility regulations policies
2001IEEE-P1547/D08 “The
standards draft about
distributed generation
interconnected with electric
system”
The distributed generation systems are allowed to
be connected to the grid and electricity could be
sold to the grid. Part of distributed generation
systems is as back-up when the grid power
interruption happens.
2001 American long-term
planning on developing
distributed energy
By 2015,15% of nation wide existing buildings and
50% of new business and office buildings will use gas
distributed energy. By 2020, the cleanest and most
effective and reliable distributed energy production
and delivery system will be established.
production and delivery system
will be 2010 American Energy
Outlook 2011(AEO2011)
From 2010 to 2020, America will increase
19.5millionkW of distributed generation projects,
while the proportion of distributed energy will be
up to about 28%.
As illustrated in table 2.3 and table 2.4, for global environment and sustainable energy,
contribution of government support, with power plants and power grid owners’ active par-
ticipations, in addition of positive response from consumers are required for development
of distributed energy systems [22].
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Table 2.3: Survey of international distributed energy policies and regulations (part 1).
Countries Policies and regulations
The United
States
❼ Issue regulatory bills, energy planning, a large number of
investment and financing concessions and tax subsidy policies;
❼ Propose the ”CCHP” creativity and ”CCHP program of 2020
years” focused on the development of natural gas distributed
generation projects;
❼ For grid connections, develop IEEE P1547/D08 ”Draft on the
standards of interconnection between distributed power and
power system”.
❼ Therefore a guarantee mechanism of distributed energy
development concluding technology, legal and economic levels has
been established.
Germany
❼ Issue Renewable Energy Law, and it makes related regulations on
power enterprises, grid enterprises, power user’s behavior and
pricing mechanism;
❼ For tax subsidy policies, take different compensation proportions
and subsidy decline system;
❼ For the grid-connection, release the “Technology standards of
medium-voltage distribution grid” (1–60 kV)and “Technology
standards of low-voltage distribution grid” (1 kV and below),
and specify thermoelectric enterprises’ rights of grid connection.
Japan
❼ Release policies including “New energy plans”, “Power career
law”, “New energy law” and “Energy saving law” to encourage
the development of distributed energy;
❼ Develop high depreciation and initial low tax loan policies;
❼ Modify “Description of system grid technology elements” to
solute the grid-connection security and technology problems;
❼ Take easing policies, and establish green power trading market to
advance market liberalization.
17
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Table 2.4: Survey of international distributed energy policies and regulations (part 2).
Countries Policies and regulations
Denmark
❼ Develop “Heating law” and “National gas supply law” to clarify
the related legal terms and rules to encourage distributed power
development;
❼ For achieving effective government target, implement the
Renewable Portfolios Standards (RPS);
❼ For the grid-connection standards and pricing, issue the
“Electricity Purchased law” and “Power supply law”;
❼ Implement investment subsidies, tax offers, low cost financing
and R&D fund policy.
Others The
United
Kingdom
❼ Make the distributed generation policies to encourage each family
to have small power generation equipment.
❼ Encourage the new built power stations to use interactive power
supply;
❼ Provide the tax exemptions and subsidies for the construction of
distributed energy systems;
❼ Propose new guidelines and new initiatives to stimulate the loads
of combined heat and power.
Holland
❼ Enact the “Plan of environmental action” to clarify the
energy-saving and emission-reduction effect of distributed energy;
❼ Make the “Incentive plan of combined heat and power”, and
provide government’s investment allowance.
❼ Introduce the “Electricity Act” to force power supply
departments to purchase distributed energy electricity with a
minimum tax.
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Despite the above mention benefits of DGs, high penetration of DGs can result in
several technical challenges such as voltage fluctuations, reverse power flow [23]. DGs
should be integrated to grid without any negative impacts in safety reliability and quality
of supply.
2.1.3 Distributed Generation Classification and Technologies
Distributed Generation technologies can be classified based on one or more of the following
categories.
❼ Type of primary energy source: Based on type of primary energy source, DGs can
be split into two main groups which are renewable and non-renewable based DGs.
Renewable energy sources are sources provide energy at a rate less than or equal to
the rate at which the source is replenished [24]. Photovoltaic, wind turbines, and
geothermal are some examples of renewable based DGs, whereas, internal combustion
engines, micro turbines and fuel cells are examples of non-renewable based DGs.
❼ Output power characteristics: From the point of view of the output power, DGs can
be grouped into dispatchable or non-dispatchable. The main difference between the
two groups is the ability of the control of the output power based on the electric
system requirments [25]. In dispatchable DGs, the output power can be evaluated by
controlling the stored energy sources, whereas, in non-dispatchable DGs, the output
power is a function of the availability of the primary energy sources which usually
have unpredictable behaviors such as solar and wind.
❼ Type of connection: DGs can be either directly connected to the grid utilizing syn-
chronous or asynchronous generators, or connected via power electronic converters.
As examples of DGs with synchronous generators are IC engines, gas turbines and
biomass while DGs with asynchronous generators are wind turbines. On the other
hand, as examples for DGs connected through power electronic interface are photo-
voltaic fuel cells and wind turbines.
❼ Capacity of DG: DGs capacities can be divided into four groups namely micro, small,
medium, and large ranging as shown in table 2.5. Module sizes of the most commonly
used DGs are shown in table 2.6 [26].
❼ Applications: DGs can be applied in several ways for fulfilling load requirements [27].
Table 2.7 lists some applications and utilized DGs.
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Table 2.5: Capacities of DGs.
Group Power range
Micro distributed generation 1W–5kW
Small distributed generation 5kW–5MW
Medium distributed generation 5MW–50MW
Large distributed generation 50MW–300MW
Table 2.6: Distributed generation systems with modular sizes
No DG Technology
Typical available
power module size
1 Combined Cycle Gas Turbine 35− 400MW
2 Internal Combustion Engines 5kW − 10MW
3 Combustion Turbine 1− 250MW
4 Micro-Turbines 35kW − 1MW
5 Fuel Cells 200kW − 2MW
6 Battery Storage 0.5− 5MW
7 Hydro power 1− 25MW
8 Wind Turbine 200W − 3MW
9 Solar Photovoltaic power plants 20W − 100kW
10 Solar Thermal power plants based on central Receiver 1− 10MW
11 Solar Thermal ( Lutz System) 10− 80MW
12 Biomass Gasification based power plants 100kW − 20MW
13 Geothermal 5− 100MW
14 Ocean Energy 0.1− 1MW
Table 2.7: Applications and utilized DGs.
Application Description DG Technologies
Standby
Loads such as hospitals and
petrochemical industries require highly
reliable supplies. DGs can be
implemented to provide standby supply
for these types of loads.
Traditional internal
combustion engines (diesel
engines)
Stand alone
distribution networks not easily
connectable to grid, such as Islands and
remote areas implement DGs as power
providers.
Photovoltaic and Wind
turbines in integration
with battery energy
storage systems.
Peak load
shaving
Load curves have peak load periods
with high price rate. DGs can be
utilized to supply loads during these
periods to reduce electricity cost for
certain costumers.
Micro-turbines, and
Traditional internal
combustion engines (diesel
engines).
Providing
combined
heat and
power (CHP)
DGs with CHP technologies can provide
heat and power with high efficiency to
hospitals, large commercial areas, and
industries.
Fuel cells.
Base load
DGs can be used to supply base load for
grid support and improving system
power quality.
Micro-turbines,
Photovoltaic, and Wind
turbines.
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2.1.3.1 Internal Combustion Engine Generators (ICEs)
Internal combustion engine utilizes fuel to provide the mechanical power needed to drive
the connected electrical generator. Suitable controls are associated with the engine and
the electrical generator for operation in grid connected and islanded modes. Synchronous
generators are usually utilized because of their ability of providing reactive power and
consequently voltage regulation required for stand-alone operations. These DGs dominate
the emergency or backup supplies because of the available wide size range from 1kW to
more than 25MW [28], ability of fast starting, and good efficiency and reliability. A 55
kW engine generator is shown in figure 2.4 [29].
On the other hand, ICEs produce significant NOx and SOx emissions and noise pollution,
and have high maintenance and fuel cost when compared to the other DG technologies [30].
Figure 2.4: A 55 kW engine generator.
2.1.3.2 Microturbines (MTs)
Microturbines are small capacity, lightweight and single staged gas turbines. They utilize
different types of fuel such as natural gas, propane, and fuel oil. Micro-turbine simply
comprises of the following components: compressor; combustion chamber, recuperator,
small turbine, and generator. The size of individual units ranged between 25 and 500kW
[31]. A 30kW oil fired MT with fuel tank is shown in figure 2.5 [32]. Individual units can
be combined into systems of multiple units. MTs run at less temperature and pressure
compared to traditional combustion turbines. They operate at high rotational speed
(100, 000rpm), and generate a high frequency AC power, hence, power electronic interfaces
are required for connection to the grid. As a result of their low combustion temperature
MTs provide less NOx emission. They also have lower noise levels compared with turbines
of same sizes [33]. MTs have simple design and consequently less maintenance requirements
[34]. Efficiency of a stand-alone turbine has a range of 25-40% which may be doubled with
implementing CHP systems [35]. Main applications for MTs are off-grid combined heat
and power (CHP) markets, standby, and peak load shaving [36].
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Figure 2.5: 30 kW Oil Fired MT with Fuel tank and Filter assembly.
2.1.3.3 Fuel Cells (FCs)
A fuel cell is a device used to convert chemical energy of fuel through electrochemical pro-
cess to electrical energy. A fuel cell is comprised simply of anode, cathode, and electrolyte
as shown in the simple structure of figure 2.6 [37]. Unlike batteries that are energy storage
devices and required recharging of their chemical energy, a fuel cell can be considered as
a generation technology able to produce DC power as long as fuel is provided [35]. On
another hand, it is quite different from other generating technologies which usually con-
vert the fuel chemical energy to heat then to mechanical energy and finally to electricity,
fuel cell produce electricity directly from chemical energy of fuel without combustion. Fuel
cells can utilize different hydrogen rich fuels such as natural gas, biogas, methanol, ethanol,
propane, and Kerosene. Characterized by the used type of the electrolyte and/or catalyst,
there are different types of fuel cells being more applicable to certain distributed generation
than the others. Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) can be applied for co-generation technology
where high grade heat is required. While in other applications where heat is undesirable,
low temperature fuel cells are more applicable. SOFCs have electrical efficiencies from 40-
60%. The overall system efficiency can be increased to 85% by utilizing co-generation [38].
Different fuel cell technologies with their electrolytes, operating temperatures, electrical
efficiencies, and energy outputs are listed in table 2.8. Absence of combustion in Fuel cell
operations results in negligible harmful emissions, while, no involvement of rotating parts
make FCs operate quietly and acceptable in residential areas [39]. The main challenge of
FCs is the high investment cost, an entire system can have a high cost as $4000perkW [40].
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Figure 2.6: A simple structure of a fuel cell.
Table 2.8: Different fuel cell technologies and their characteristics.
Fuel Cell Tupe
Elec-
trolyte
Operating
Tempera-
ture
Electrical
Efficiency
Energy
Output
AFC Alkaline Fuel Cell
Potassium
hydroxide
solution
Room tem-
perature to
90◦C
60− 70% 300W −
5kW
PEMFC Proton Exchange
Membrane Fuel Cell
Proton
Echange
Membrane
Room tem-
perature to
80◦C
40− 60% 1kW
DMFC Dirct Methanol Fuel
Cell
Proton
Echange
Membrane
Room tem-
perature to
130◦C
20− 30% 1kW
PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel
Cell
Phosphoric
Acid
160 to
220◦C
55% 200kW
MCFC Molten Carbonate
Fuel Cell
Molten
mixture of
alkali metal
carbonates
620 to
660◦C
65% 2−100MW
SOFC Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
Oxide ion
conducting
ceramic
800 to
1000◦C
60− 65% 100kW
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2.1.3.4 Photovoltaic (PV)
A photovoltaic (PV) cell utilizes semiconductor materials to convert sunlight from freely
available solar irradiation into DC electricity. The most commonly types of semicon-
ductor materials used for PV cells production are mono-crystalline, polycrystalline and
amorphous silicon (Si) [41]. The PV cell is the fundamental device of the PV system.
A group of PV cells can be connected together, in series (for increasing voltage) and in
parallel (for increasing current), to form a PV panel or module. A PV array with a de-
sirable voltage and current is formed by series and parallel connecting of PV modules.
PV systems are considered as widely ranged capacity power sources capable of providing
power for different applications from few micro watts to several megawatts. The output
power of the PV system is strongly affected by weather conditions specially solar irra-
diation and ambient temperature resulting in unpredictable system behavior. Because
of their fluctuation nature PV standalone systems are usually associated with Battery
Energy Storage Systems (BESS), for storing energy in case of over production and using
it whenever needed, to enhance system stability and provide load and generation power
balance. PV systems are connected to the grid at desirable voltage and frequency through
power electronic interfaces. Proper control of power electronic converters is required to
enable the PV system to provide both active and reactive power to the network according
to the implemented control strategy. A simple layout of a PV system is shown in figure
2.7 [42].
Figure 2.7: A simple layout of a PV system.
1. Advantages of PVs:
❼ Low operating cost.
❼ Unlimited availability of sunlight.
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❼ Long life cycle.
❼ Negligible maintenance cost due to absence of moving parts.
❼ Minimum environmental harmful and silent operation.
❼ Short required time for design, installation and startup of a new plant.
2. Disadvantages of PVs:
❼ High capital and installation cost.
❼ Relatively low efficiency.
❼ Significant required installation area.
❼ Fluctuation output nature due to changes in weather conditions.
2.1.3.5 Wind Turbines (WT)
In last decades wind turbines technology has developed to sophisticated wind turbines
implementing power electronics, aerodynamics, and mechanical drive train designs [43]. A
wind turbine , as shown in figure 2.8 [44], comprises; the tower, the rotor and the nacelle.
The nacelle houses the generator which converts the mechanical energy into electricity.
Large wind turbine farms are more like central generation plants than DGs. However,
small wind turbines can be utilized for DGs applications. Wind turbines provide clean
energy at cost decreases with time, unlike, traditional oil fueled generation plants which
provide energy with air polluting and cost increases with time. As the usual case with
renewable energy sources based on nature forces, the main challenge of wind turbines
is their outputs fluctuation nature affected by wind speed variations and hence cannot
dispatch power on system demand.
Figure 2.8: Basic parts of a wind turbine.
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2.1.3.6 Small Hydropower (SHP)
For several decades hydropowers were generated in large scale benefiting from economic
of scale and access to transmission networks. Liberalization of the electricity market in
addition to other factors has encouraged independent power producers to develop small
hydropower generators [45]. From capacity point of view, hydropowers with capacities
less than 10MW are commonly termed as small hydropower generators (SHP), which can
comprise two other groups namely micro and mini hydropower generators as shown in
table 2.9 [46].
Table 2.9: Capacities of DGs.
Group Capacity
Micro SHP < 100kW
Mini SHP 100kW–1MW
2.1.3.7 Biomass
Biomass is an organic, carbon based material extracted from different types of waste such
as agriculture, animal, and industry waste. Although, there are several technologies to pro-
duce electricity and/or heat from biomass, steam turbines are commonly implemented one,
where the produced steam from the boiler as a result of the combustion of biomass used
to turn a steam turbine which drive an associated generator. Biomass can be converted
to fuel gas or biogas which usually utilized in combustion engines or CHP to generate
electricity [47]. Power and CHP generation using biomass has steady increase in several
European countries such as Germany, Denmark, and Finland. However, high cost and low
conversion efficiency are considered main challenges of biomass technology.
As a brief conclusion table 2.10 shows a comparison between main selected DGs tech-
nologies and briefly illustrating merits and demerits of each technology [48].
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Table 2.10: Comparison between main DG technologies.
No.
DG
Technology
Merits Demerits
1 Fuel Cell ❼ High efficiency. ❼ Pure hydrogen need.
❼ Low noise. ❼ High cost.
❼ Nearly zero emission ❼ Low durability.
❼ Fast load response. ❼ Fuel required processing.
2 Micro Turbine ❼ Low noise. ❼ High cost.
❼ Low emission.
❼ Limited to low
temperature.
❼ Light weight. ❼ Relatively low efficiency.
❼ Small size.
3 Wind Turbine ❼ Low production cost. ❼ Affected by wind speed.
❼ Low energy loss. ❼ Variable power output.
❼ Environmental friendly.
❼ Noise.
❼ Save land use. ❼ High investment cost.
❼ No fuel demand. ❼ Harm birds.
4 Solar PV ❼ Low maintenance. ❼ High investment cost.
❼ Environmental friendly. ❼ Affected by solar radiation.
❼ No fuel demand.
5 CHP ❼ High efficiency. ❼ Increased investment cost.
❼ Low emission. ❼ Need reasonable plan.
❼ Save energy loss. ❼ Decrease flexibility.
❼ Integration various fuels. ❼ Complex technology need.
6 Gas turbine ❼ High reliability. ❼ High pressure gas need.
❼ Low emission. ❼ Low efficiency at low load.
7
Reciprocating
engine
❼ Fast start- up. ❼ Relatively higher emission.
❼ Low investment. ❼ High maintenance cost.
8 Small hydro
❼ Free and renewable source
of energy.
❼ Power output depends on
availability of water.
❼ No impact on river
eco-system.
❼ Affected by flood.
❼ Short installation time.
❼ They can be suited where
potential site exists.
❼ Environmental friendly.
❼ Can’t meet required load
demand.
❼ Continuous maintenance is
required.
9 Biomass plant
❼ Uses renewable source. ❼ Expensive.
❼ Reduces dependency on
fossil fuel.
❼ Causes pollution.
❼ Reduces greenhouse gas
emissions.
❼ Limited source.
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2.2 Electric Energy Storages (EES)
2.2.1 Introduction
The continuous global increased demand for energy along with increased pollution, running
out of fossil fuels, and aging of electric transmission and distribution infrastructure have
increased the concern of finding other alternatives than the existing traditional centralized
generation technologies. Distributed generation (DG) technologies utilizing renewable en-
ergy sources (RES) have great potential in meeting these challenges. However, electricity
generated from renewable sources (such as photovoltaic and wind turbines) are unpre-
dictable in nature and cannot provide immediate response to demand requirements as the
outputs from the traditional power sources. Thus, The increased penetration of renewable
sources (particularly solar photovoltaic) into the power system networks means greater
network load stability problems. Electric energy storage (EES) can be regarded as one
of the most promising approaches to accommodate the variable nature of these new re-
sources [79]. Energy Storage Systems allow storing of elecrical energy in a certain form
reserving it in various mediums and convert it back to electrical energy when needed [1].
Although, there are many types of energy storage technologies available at present, each
method of storage can have its ideal application environment and energy storage scale [80].
2.2.2 Types of Electric Energy Storage Systems
Electric energy storages can be classified in terms of different bases such as, type of appli-
cation (permanent or portable), storage duration (short or long term), and type of produc-
tion (maximum power needed) [81]. The most commonly used classification method is a
one based on the form of stored energy. In this method, as illustrated in figure 2.9, energy
storages comprise five categories namely mechanical, electrochemical, electrical, chemical,
and thermal energy storages [82].
Figure 2.9: Classification of EES based on form of stored energy.
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2.2.2.1 Mechanical Energy storage systems
❼ Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS): The first Pumped Hydro Storage plants
were used in Italy and Switzerland in the 1890s. Pumped hydroelectric storage is still
the most dominant energy storage technology with about 98% share of total global
installed electrical storage capacity [83]. As shown in figure 2.10 [84], a conventional
pumped hydro storage system uses two water reservoirs at different elevations. Dur-
ing periods of high production and low electricity demand, water is pumped to the
upper reservoir, storing the electricity in the form of potential energy (charging).
When required, as during peak demand, the water can be released, flows back from
the upper to the lower reservoir, powers turbine units which drive an electric genera-
tor to produce electricity (discharging). For upper and lower reservoirs alternatives,
high dams can be used as pumped hydro storage plants, also flooded mine shafts or
other cavities, and the open sea can be used for the lower reservoir. The amount
of stored energy for PHS depends on the location, scale of the reservoirs and the
height difference between them which can be from a fewMWh to several GWh [83].
For the following advantages, PHS dominates electrical energy storages since tens
of years, large power capacity (typically 100 − 1000MW ), high efficiency (ranged
65–85%) depending on design, very long lives on the order of 50 years, large storage
capacity (1–24+h) [85]. However, the main drawbacks are large area and specific
site’s topographical conditions and high capital investment. PHS are mainly appli-
cable for energy management, voltage and frequency regulation, spinning reserve,
and non-spinning reserves.
Figure 2.10: A pumped hydro storage plant layout.
❼ Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES): Compressed air energy storage
(CAES) in addition to PHS can be considered as the only existing storage tech-
nologies applicable for large-scale power and high energy storage [86]. As illustrated
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in figure 2.11 [87], CAES technology is based on using off-peak electricity to compress
air and store it in underground caverns or above ground storage tanks. When load
demand exceeds generated power, the stored compressed air is mixed with natural
gas, burned, expanded and directed through a conventional turbine with generator
to produce electricity.
CAES system has high power range of 50 − 300MW with storage efficiency range
of 70 − 89% [88]. CAES can be applied for wind variability mitigating and energy
management [88].
Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of CAES.
❼ Flywheel Energy Storage (FES): FES technology is based on a flywheel which
is a mass about an axis able to store energy in the form of kinetic energy. A sim-
ple structure of FES is shown in figure 2.12 [1] illustrating the main components
which are; a flywheel, magnetic bearings, generator/motor unit, vacuum chamber
and power conditioning. Magnetic bearings are used to reduce friction and system
is placed in a vacuum chamber to reduce air resistance. The flywheel stores the
energy by rotating in a constant speed, for charging, the flywheel is speeded up by
a motor which can simultaneously acts as a generator for the discharging process.
The stored energy of FES depends on the rotational velocity of the flywheel and its
moment of enertia. Main advantages of FES are; high efficiency of (90− 95%), long
cycling life of (100, 000 − 1000, 000), and long life of (15 − 20 years) [85]. FES can
be considered as a high power short duration devices so they are mostly suitable for
uninterruptible power supplies and power conditioning.
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Figure 2.12: A simple structure of FES.
2.2.2.2 Electrochemical Energy storage systems
1. Secondary Batteries Energy storage systems: Battery energy storage (BES)
is the most commonly used electrochemical technology. Batteries store energy in
chemical form and produce electricity through electrochemical reactions. A battery
storage may comprise a number of cells connected in series and/or in parallel to
obtain the desired voltage and current. A cell consists mainly of two electrodes
namely anode and cathode plunged into an electrolyte. To charge the battery a
power supply is connected to the two electrodes, electrons flow from cathode to
anode and reverse reactions take place during discharging as illustrated in figure
2.13 [89]. BES can be classified into two categories; secondary batteries (such as;
Lead acid, Li-ion, NaS, etc.) and flow batteries such as VRB which are briefly
described below.
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Figure 2.13: Rechargeable battery diagram.
❼ Lead acid Batteries: Lead acid batteries are the oldest and most widely used
battery technology. They usually involve a number of cells spongy pure lead
anodes and lead acid cathodes. Lead acid batteries reliable, relatively cheap
($300 − 600/kWh) and have high efficiency ranged (70–90%) [79]. However
lead acid batteries have short cycle life (100− 1000cycles), low energy density
(30−50Wh/kg), considerable maintenance cost and lower capacity at low tem-
peratures [88], [90]. Lead acid batteries can be used for both stationary and
mobile applications. They may be a typical choice for power quality, uninter-
ruptable power supply and in stand-alone systems to mitigate fluctuations of
PV outputs [91], [92].
❼ Lithium- ion (Li-ion) Batteries: Lithium- ion Batteries were commercially
produced by Sony in 1991. The cathode is metal oxide, such as LiCoO2 and
LiNiO2 and the anode is made of layer structured graphitic carbon, while the
electrolyte is made up of aqueous organic liquid with lithium salts, such as
LiClO4 [93]. Lithium ion batteries are considered a typical choice for mobile
and portable electronic systems due to their high energy density of 200Wh/kg,
high efficiencies of over 95% and life cycle of 3000 cycles. However, the lifetime
of lithium-ion batteries can be affected by temperature and deep of discharge
(DoD). The main drawbacks of lithium-ion batteries are their high cost and
requirement of safety and protection circuits.
❼ Sodium sulfur (NaS) Batteries: A sodium sulfur battery, as shown in fig-
ure 2.14 [94], has molten sulfur as a positive electrode and molten sodium
as a negative electrode and uses beta alumina as a solid electrolyte. To en-
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sure the electrodes liquid states, the reaction for charging and discharging may
require a temperature of 300-350◦C and an extra heating system may be re-
quired [95], [96]. Sodium sulfur batteries are highly efficient (75 − 90%), have
high power densities of (150 − 240W/kg), with almost no self-discharge and
can be cycled 2500 times. These in addition to their pulse power capability
of 600% of their continuous rating (up to 30s) make them one of the typical
choices for power quality and peak shaving applications [79], [97]. The bat-
teries are sealed and made from almost recyclable inexpensive and non-toxic
material which make them environmentally acceptable [85], [93]. However, the
NaS batteries main drawbacks are the initial capital cost and the operating
temperature requirements [90].
Figure 2.14: Sodium sulfur (NaS) Battery.
❼ Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries: In Nickel cadmium batteries, the pos-
itive electrode and the negative electrode are made of nickel hydroxide and
cadmium hydroxide respectively and separated by alkaline electrolyte. NiCd
batteries have relatively high energy density (50 − 75Wh/kg), they are reli-
able with very low maintenance requirements. NiCd batteries are favored for
UPS and generator starting. Because of the toxicity of cadmium, environmen-
tal issues are raised related to disposal of these batteries in Europe making
them used only for stationary applications [92]. NiCd batteries suffer from
what called “memory effect” where the battery’s capacity decreased dramat-
ically if the battery has been recharged before fully discharged, which make
them unsuitable to be integrated with unpredictable outputs of solar PV and
wind turbine generation plants [79].
2. Flow Batteries Energy storage systems:
❼ Vanadium redox batteries (VRB): Vanadium redox batteries (VRB) are
one of the most common type of flow batteries. A VRB as shown in figure
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2.15 [98] comprises three main components: electrolytes, electrodes and mem-
branes. The electrodes are made of highly porous carbon felt. The Electrolytes
are contained in external tanks, and are pumped to electrochemical cell in which
there are two electrolyte flow components separated by ion selective membranes.
The reaction in the electrochemical cell converts the chemical energy to electric-
ity and vise versa. In VRBs, the power is independent of the storage capacity.
The power is determined by the size and design of the electrochemical cell
while the storage capacity depends on the quantity and concentration of the
electrolyte [99], [100]. Upgrading of the system can be carried out at relatively
low cost by increasing the electrolytes volume and/or adding new cell stacks for
more energy and/or power respectively [85]. Efficiencies of VRBs are relatively
high up to 85% with high life cycle of (10, 000 − 16, 000) cycles [101]. VRBs
may provide power at high rate of discharge for range of (4− 10h) [102]. They
have negligible self-discharge as a result of keeping the electrolytes in external
separate tanks [93]. Because of their relatively low energy density, VRBs are
more suitable for stationary applications. VRBs may be used for a wide range
of applications such as; load leveling, power quality, UPS, power security and
mitigating the intermittent output nature of renewable energy sources such as
solar PV and wind turbines [79], [1], [85].
Figure 2.15: Structure of vanadium redox batteries.
Main characteristics of electrochemical energy storage technologies are summarized in
table 2.11.
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Table 2.11: Summarized technical characteristics of electrochemical energy storage technologies.
Technology Maturity Cost (✩/kW) Cost(✩/kWh) Efficiency Cycle Limited Response Time
Lead Acid
Batteries
Demo to Mature 950 - 5,800 350 - 3,800 75-90% 2,200 ->100,000 Milliseconds
Lithium-ion
Batteries
Demo to Mature 1,085 - 4,100 900 - 6,200 87-94% 4,500 ->100,000 Milliseconds
Sodium Sulfur Demo to Deploy 3,100 - 4,000 445 - 555 75% 4,500 Milliseconds
Flow Batteries
(Vanadium
Redox)
Develop to Demo 3,000 - 3,700 620 - 830 65-75% >10,000 Milliseconds
Flow Batteries
(Zinc Bromide)
Demo to Deploy 1,450 - 2,420 290 - 1,350 60-65% >10,000 Milliseconds
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2.2.2.3 Chemical Energy storage systems
❼ Hydrogen Energy Storage: A typical hydrogen energy storage process is based
on the use of off-peak electricity to produce hydrogen, store hydrogen for later use,
and use stored hydrogen to produce electricity when needed. To achieve these, the
hydrogen storage system, as shown in figure 2.16 [103], comprises three components;
an electrolyzer, a storage tank and a fuel cell. The electrolyzer utilizes the off-
peak electricity to produce hydrogen by splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen.
The produced hydrogen can be stored in a high pressure tank to be used when
required. The fuel cell comprises two electrodes separated by an electrolyte and
uses electrochemical conversion to generate electricity. Electricity is produced when
hydrogen and oxygen from air react (hydrogen acts as the reactant while oxygen acts
as the oxidant) in presence of electrolyte, water is produced with heat released [92].
There are several groups of fuel cells according to the used fuel and electrolyte. Table
2.12 lists the most common types of fuel cells with their fuel types and applications
[104].
Figure 2.16: Schematic of a hydrogen fuel cell storage.
Table 2.12: Main fuel cells types and their applications.
Fuel cell Type Applications
Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC) Military, space applications
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC) Distributed generation
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) Utility EES, distributed generation
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC)
Electric utility EES, distributed
generation
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
(PEMFC)
Backup power, small distributed
generation
Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) Transportation, portable devices
Hydrogen fuel cell storages offer wide range of scales (1kW−100′skW ), high energy density
600-1200 Wh/kg). However, they still expensive ($6− 20/kWh) and have low round-trip
efficiency (20–50%) [1], [105].
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2.2.2.4 Electrical Energy storages
❼ Supercapacitors: Capacitors and supercapacitors have the ability of faster charge
and discharge and much greater number of cycles than conventional batteries. Con-
ventional capacitors made up of two electrodes separated by solid non-conducting
material. The energy is stored by depositing the electrons between the electrodes and
a potential is created between the separated electrodes. In the supercapacitors, un-
like the conventional capacitors, the electrodes are usually made up of highly porous
carbon materials with large specific area separated by electrolyte solution. As a
result of the very large surface area of the carbon electrodes ( up to 2000m2/gm
and the very small distance between the plates (<1nm), the supercapacitors en-
ergy storage capabilities are much greater than that of the conventional capaci-
tors [79], [106]. Supercapacitors have a very high power density of 10, 000W/kg,
high cycle efficiency of (84 − 97%), very long life cycle of 100,000 cycles, quick
recharge, deep charge/discharge capability, and wide range of operating temperature
(−40to70◦C) [79], [80], [107] [108]. However the main drawback of supercapacitors
are their capital cost which can be up to $20, 000/kWh and their daily discharge rate
of (5 − 40%) [85]. Due to their high power density along with their fast discharge,
supercapacitors are typical for providing a short term peak power boost, and a short
duration back up peak power for UPS. Generally, supercapacitors can be suitable for
small scale power quality applications (< 250kW ). Supercapacitor can integrated
with battery systems for mitigating RES intermittent nature.
❼ Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES): SMES systems are based
on storing energy in the form of magnetic field in a superconducting coil. A typical
SMES system, as shown in figure 2.17 [109] consists of the following components:
– Superconducting coil.
– Power conditioning system.
– Cryogenically cooled refrigerator.
Once a direct current flow in the circular superconducting coil which can be made
of materials with very low resistance such as vanadium or mercury at very low
temperature, energy can be stored with almost no losses [110]. Niobium–Titanium
with a superconducting critical temperature of 9.2 K is one of the most commonly
used superconducting which usually immersed in a coolant liquid helium at 4.2 K
for maintaining superconductor properties [91]. The stored energy can be released
to a load through the power conditioning system which uses a converter module.
SMES has high efficiency around 95%, and fast response time [111]. Unlike other
storage systems, SMES has an ability to discharge almost the total stored energy.
Moreover, it has long lifetime. The main drawbacks are its high capital cost, high
self-discharge and environmental issues related to its strong magnetic field [1], [112].
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Due to the mention features, SMES can be considered as a good choice for UPS
and for improving power quality. Because of its low energy density along with the
high energy requirements of the refrigeration system and as indicated by a research,
SMES is not devoted for renewable energies integration [85].
Figure 2.17: A simple structure of SMES.
2.2.2.5 Thermal Energy storages (TES)
TES is based on utilizing specific materials by keeping them at high/low temperature,
the recovered heat/cold can be used through heat engine cycles to produce electric-
ity. The charge phase can be provided by heating of an electrical resistance or cryo-
genic/refrigeration procedures [79]. TES can be categorized into two groups, high and low
temperature TES. High temperature TES systems are composing of three types (latent-
fusion heat TES, sensible heat TES, and concrete storage), whereas low temperature
TES systems comprise (aquiferous low-temperature TES (AL-TES) and cryogenic energy
storage (CES)) [81]. Although TES technology is still under development, it may have
relatively high energy density (80−250Wh/kg), very low daily self-discharge of (0.05−1%)
and relatively low capital cost [1]. TESs are mostly suitable for peak shaving applications,
however, they cannot be considered yet to be devoted for renewable energies integration.
2.2.3 Comparison of the different storage technologies
Different electrical energy storage technologies have been briefly described in the previous
sections. Each EES technology has its own features and capability to meet different
demand requirements. In order to be able to compare various types of EES, a list of
criteria is needed to be specified. The most commonly used criteria are; power rating
and discharge time, storage duration (self-discharge), capital cost, cycle efficiency, energy
and power density, life time and cycle life and environment impact. Figures (2.18 - 2.20)
illustrate some comparisons of different features of EESs.
Before illustration of the comparisons of EES technologies, technical characteristics of
various EESs are summarized in tables 2.13.
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Table 2.13: Technical characteristics of electrical energy storage technologies [79], [1], [97].
Power
rating
(MW)
Daily
Self dis-
charge
Capital
power
cost
($/kW )
Capital
energy
cost
($/kWh)
Cycle
Effi-
ciency
(%)
Energy
density
(Wh/kg)
Power
density
(W/kg)
Lifetime
(Years)
Lifetime
(cycles)
Environ-
mental
impact
PHS 100–5000
Very
small
600–2000 5–100 75–85 0.5–1.5 0.5–1.5 40–60 >13,000 Large
CAES 5–300 Small 400–800 2–50 70 30–60 20–40 >13,000 Moderate
FES 0.25 350 5000 93–95 10–30 400–1500 ∼15 20,000 Benign
Lead-acid
Battery
0–20 0.1–0.3% 300 400 70–90 30–50 75–300 5–15 2000 Moderate
Li-ion Battery 0.1 0.1–0.3% 4000 2500 85–90 75–200 150–315 5–15 4500 Moderate
NaS Battery 0.05–8 ∼20% 3000 500 80–90 150–240 150–230 10–15 4500 Moderate
Ni–Cd battery 0–40 0.2–0.6% 1500 1500 85–90 50–75 150–300 10–20 3000 Moderate
VRB 0.03-3 Small 600–1500 150–1000 75–85 10–30 166 5–10 12,000+ Moderate
Hydrogen Fuel
cell
0–50
Almost
zero
1500–3000 15 20–50 800–10,000 500+ 5–15 1000+ Small
Supercapacitor 0-0.3 20–40% 100–300 2000 90–95 2.5–15 500–5000 20+ 100,000+ Small
SMES 0.1–10 10–15% 300 10,000 95–98 0.5–5 500–2000 20+ 100,000+ Moderate
TES 0–60 0.05–1% 200–300 30–60 30–60 80–200 10–30 5–15 13,000+ Small
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Cycle efficiency is defined as the ratio of the system electricity output to electricity in-
put. From table 2.13, the cycle efficiency of EES technologies can be categorized into three
groups named low, high and very high efficiencies. EES with low efficiencies (∼< 60%)
are FCs, TES, and CES. PHS, CAES, batteries and flow batteries have high efficiencies
(60-90%). Technologies have very high efficiencies (> 90%) such as SMES, flywheel, su-
percapacitors and Li-ion batteries.
The overall investment cost is significantly affected by Lifetime and cycling times of an
EES technology. It can be seen form table 2.13 that electrical energy stored systems such
as SMES and supercapacitors have very high cycle lives higher than 20, 000. Mechani-
cal energy storage systems, such as PHS, CAES and flywheels, also have high cycle lives
(∼ 10, 000). Whereas, batteries, flow batteries, and fuel cells have lower cycle lives due to
chemical deterioration with the operating time.
Figure 2.18 [92] plots the rated power against the energy content of different EES along
with the nominal discharge time at rated power which ranged from seconds to months.
From fig.4.10 discharge time can be categorized into three parts short (seconds to min-
utes), medium (minutes to hours) and long (days to months) discharge times. For short
discharge time, the more suitable EES are supercapacitors, SMES, and FES, while battery
technologies (LA, Li-ion, and NaS ) are dominant for medium discharge time. PHS, CAES
and RFB are in between of medium and long discharge time whereas H2 and SNG are
more devoted for long discharge time applications.
A comparison of the power density ( per unit volume not weight) against the energy
Figure 2.18: Comparison of rated power, energy content and discharge time of different
EES technologies.
density of various EES techniques are shown in figure 2.19 [1]. The power and energy
densities of an EES are inversely proportional to its volume. So that large volume EES
technologies with low energy densities and suitable for stationary applications, such as
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PHS and CAES, can be located at the left bottom corner, whereas, compact EES tech-
nologies can be found at the right top corner which are suitable for mobile applications.
Supercapacitors have high power densities but their energy densities are low making them
suitable for peak applications with short duratios.
Energy storage technologies can be used to mitigate several challenges facing electrical
Figure 2.19: Comparison of energy density and power density.
systems. They can provide backup power during supply shortages and power interruptions,
cover the load requirement during peak demand and can also be utilized to mitigate the
intermitted nature of renewable energy sources such as solar PV and wind turbines. An
overview and comparison of different EES technologies sorted by their power rating and
discharge times along with the most suitable applications are shown in figure 2.20 [112].
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of power rating, time discharge and suitable applications.
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Chapter 3
Photovoltaic Systems (PV)
3.1 Introduction
The significant concern about the dramatic growth of global energy demand with depletion
of fossil fuel, in addition to environmental pollution constraints, have forced researchers to
study and investigate alternative non-depleted energy resources with negligible greenhouse
gas emission. Renewable energy resources such as wind, solar, hydropower, and biomass
can be considered as a key factor for tackling these challenges [49]. Utilizing one type or
another of renewable technologies is constrained by the resource availability, advantages
and disadvantages of each technology. Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems convert solar ir-
radiation directly to electricity with a solar panel. Photovoltaic (PV) can be considered
as one of the most promising renewable technologies because of several advantages such
as; unlimited availability of sunlight, negligible maintenance cost due to absence of mov-
ing parts, minimum environmental harmful and silent operation, short required time for
design, installation and startup of a new plant, and long life cycle. A few years ago, solar
energy had negligible contribution into the electricity market due to high cost and unpre-
dictable output behavior. However, rapid decrease in PV panel prices, in recent years,
has led to significant growth in PV industry. This can be illustrated in figures 3.1 and
3.2 where the global solar PV cumulative installed capacity at the end of 2005 was only
5, 364MW . This amount has rapidly increased to 102, 156MW at the end of 2012 and
further increased to 178, 391MW at the end of 2014 [50], [51].
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Figure 3.1: Global solar PV cumulative installed capacity 2000-2012.
Figure 3.2: Global solar PV cumulative installed capacity 2000-2014.
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In the last two years, solar PV power have experienced an extraordinary growth, thanks
to the tremendous continued cost reductions in solar technology which has declined, at
the end of 2014, by 75% in less than a decade. Consequently, PV solar power became a
considerable cost competitive technology in electricity market. The global grid-connected
solar (PV) systems, (grid connected are generally lower than installed capacities), have a
remarkable growth to 229GW in 2015 increased 25% to about 50.1GW in a single year,
compared to that in 2014 of 40.2GW figure 3.3 [52]. For the second year, China was the
Figure 3.3: Global solar PV annual grid-connected capacity 2000-2015
largest global solar market increasing by 43% to 15.1GW in 2015 from 10.6GW in 2014.
In the second place was Japan adding 10GW and 9.7GW of solar power to the grid in
2015 and 2014 respectively. The USA was in the third place. It has added 7.3GW of
new grid connected solar power in 2015 increasing 12% over 6.5GW in 2014. With a total
installed capacity of 43GW by the end of 2015, China was the largest solar market instead
of Germany.
In 2015 Europe solar market has also a strong annual growth of 8.1GW increased by 15%
over the 7GW in 2014. Figure 3.4 illustrates the annual global solar market sharing from
2010 to 2015. Europe’s share has a decreasing tendency, where the solar PV power which
have been added by each of China and Japan were more than that added by the entire
European Continent. Despite its share decreasing, Europe has kept its title as the largest
solar continent with a total solar PV grid-connected capacity of 96.9GW at the end of
2015 figure 3.5 [52]. The four driving countries are Germany, Italy, The UK, and France,
with a remarkable increase in the UK contribution in 2014 and 2015.
As a conclusion, it is clear that solar PV technology can be considered as an important
contributor to the global energy market. In Europe solar PV provides about 4% of power
consumption while in Italy, as the leading country of solar contribution in electricity
demand, solar covers nearly 8% of the electricity consumption figure 3.6 [52].
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Figure 3.4: Annual European solar PV grid-connection shares compared to other regions
2010-2015.
Figure 3.5: European total solar PV grid-connected capacity 2000-2015.
Figure 3.6: Share of solar electricity demand covered by solar PV in European countries
in 2015.
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3.2 Photovoltaic Cell
Photovoltaic (PV) cells use the photoelectric effect to directly convert the sunlight into dc
electricity [53]. The PV cell is the fundamental device of the PV systems. A set of PV cell
are connected in series to form a PV module [54], [55]. Numbers of PV modules can be
connected in series and parallel to get a PV array with the desirable voltage and current
respectively [56]. Although different semiconductor materials are used for developing solar
PV cells. Major cell types are made from silicon. The most commercially known solar cells
are mono crystalline, polycrystalline and amorphous silicon (Si) [41]. The photoelectric
effect phenomena used by PV cells may be simply described as exposure of PV cells to light
(form sun radiation) breaks electron bonds in the semiconductor, resulting in creation of
hole-electron pairs. The free electrons can be driven through an external circuit to feed
a load. Efficiencies of PV cells are generally still below 20% [57]. Photovoltaic panel
information in manufacturer’s datasheet are usually provided with reference to Standard
Test Conditions (STC) which stands for cell temperature of 25◦C, irradiance of 1000W/m2
and an average solar spectrum at Air Mass (AM) of 1.5.
3.3 PV panel modeling
3.3.1 Electrical models
In order to analyze the output characteristics of a PV panel, several equivalent circuit
models can be considered.
❼ The simplest model, as shown in figure 3.7, comprises a current source for providing
the photovoltaic current Iph, and a diode representing the p-n junction of the cell.
This model commonly known as the ideal diode model.
The output current of the PV panel, Ipv, for this model is given by 3.1.
Figure 3.7: PV module equivalent circuit (ideal diode model).
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Ipv = Iph − Isat[exp(
Vpv
NsAVT
− 1)] (3.1)
VT =
kT
q
(3.2)
Where:
Ipv: The PV module terminal current (A).
Iph: The photovoltaic current (A).
Isat: The diode saturation current (A).
Vpv: The PV module terminal voltage (V).
VT : The diode thermal voltage (V).
A: The diode ideality factor (1 ≤ A ≤ 2).
Ns: The number of cells connected in series.
k: Boltzmann’s constant ( 1.3806503 E (-23) J/K).
T : Temperature (K).
q: Charge of electron ( 1.60217646 E (-19) C).
❼ Single diode model: It comprises five parameters and four parameters single diode
models as shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. This model considers the resisters
that account for power losses, where figure 3.8 includes both the series and parallel
resistances (Rs) and (Rp) respectively, while the model in figure 3.9, for simplifying
the model, neglects Rp which is generally large and is considered for the leakage
current losses. Single diode model is simple, more accurate than the ideal diode
model and can be considered as the most commonly used for PV systems [58]. The
terminals output current (Ipv) for equivalent circuit of figures 3.8 is described by
equations 3.3.
Figure 3.8: Single diode five parameters model.
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Figure 3.9: Single diode four parameters model.
Ipv = Iph − Isat[exp(
Vpv + IpvRs
NsAVT
− 1)]− [Vpv + IpvRs
Rs
] (3.3)
Where:
Rs: The equivalent series resistance (Ω).
Rp: The equivalent parallel resistance (Ω).
❼ Double-diode model: The two diode model, shown in figure 3.10, is more accurate
than the single diode model but with increased complexity. They both have almost
the same accuracy at STC while differ at low irradiance [59]. The mathematical
equation for the two diode model is given by 3.4.
Figure 3.10: Double diode model.
Ipv = Iph−Isat1[exp(
Vpv + IpvRs
NsA1VT1
−1)]−Isat2[exp(
Vpv + IpvRs
NsA2VT2
−1)]−[Vpv + IpvRs
Rs
]
(3.4)
Despite the better accuracy of the double diode modes than that of the single diode
model issued by some authors, the single diode model was preferred by many researchers
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in simulating PV systems with many interconnected models for its compromising between
simplicity and accuracy [41], [60].
3.3.2 Characteristic curves
A typical current voltage ( I-V) and power voltage (P-V) characteristics for a single diode
model at STC are shown in figures 3.11 [61] and 3.12 [62] respectively.
Figure 3.11: I-V characteristics.
Figure 3.12: P-V characteristics.
The PV panel model typical variables which commercially provided in the manufac-
turer datasheet are listed in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Typical variables of PV panel model.
Variable Name (Unit) Variable description
Pmpp (W) Maximum power.
Vmpp (V) Maximum power voltage.
Impp (A) Maximum power current.
Voc (V) Open circuit voltage
Isc (W) Short circuit current.
Ki (A/
◦C) Short circuit current temperature coefficient.
Kv (V/
◦C) Open circuit voltage temperature coefficient.
Kt (
◦Cm2/W ) Cell temperature proportionality factor
Nc Number of cells in module.
Rs (Ohm) Series resistance.
Rp (Ohm) Parallel resistance.
a Diode Ideality factor.
Q(1.6 ∗ 10−19C) Electron charge.
k (1.38 ∗ 10−23J/K) Boltzmann’s constant.
VT (V) Thermal voltage.
I0 (A) Diode reverse saturation current.
Ipv (A) Module current.
Vpv (V) Module voltage.
The fundamental parameters characterize the solar panel, as shown in figures 3.11 and
3.12, are briefly described as following:
❼ Short circuit current (Isc): It is usually considered as the maximum current that can
be provided by the cell. It is provided at short circuit condition i.e. V = 0.
❼ Open circuit voltage (Voc): It is the maximum voltage across the diode (p-n junction)
at open circuit condition i.e. I = 0.
❼ Maximum power point (Pmpp): It is the point corresponds to Imax and Vmax with a
maximum power can be provided to the load.
❼ Fill factor (FF): It is the ratio of the product of the voltage and current at the
maximum power point to that of Voc and Isc. as given by equation 3.5.
FF =
VmppImpp
VocIsc
(3.5)
❼ Efficiency (η): It is the ratio of the output power to the input. It can be expressed
in several forms as given in equation 3.6.
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η =
VmppImpp
Pin
=
VocIscFF
Pin
(3.6)
Pin = GaA (3.7)
Where:
Pin , Ga and A respectively represent the incident light power, the ambient irradiation,
and the cell area.
3.3.3 Effect of temperature and solar radiation on PV characteristic
curves
The temperature and irradiance have significant effects on basic electrical outputs, such
as current and voltage, of the PV device.
The output voltage significantly decreases with increased temperature, while the temper-
ature variation has a minor effect on the output current. As a result, high temperature
reduces the PV device’s output power and efficiency [63]. The effects of temperature on
(I-V) and (P-V) characteristics of a PV device are demonstrated in figures 3.13 [64] and
3.14 [65]. The relationship of change in temperature with short circuit current and open
circuit voltage are presented in equations 3.8 and 3.9 respectively [66], [67].
Isc(T ) = Isc(TSTC)(1 +Ki(T − TSTC)) (3.8)
Voc(T ) = Voc(TSTC) + (Kv(T − TSTC)) (3.9)
Where:
Ki : Temperature coefficients of Isc.
Kv : Temperature coefficients of Voc.
T : Temperature (◦K)
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Figure 3.13: Temperature effect on the I-V characteristics of a PV device.
Figure 3.14: Temperature effect on the P-V characteristics of a PV device.
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The irradiance has a significant effect on the short circuit current with a high di-
rectly proportional relationship, whereas the open circuit voltage is slightly affected by
irradiance. Hence, the net result is an increase in output power and efficiency of the PV
device as a consequent to irradiance increase. Figures 3.15 [68] and 3.16 [69] respectively
demonstrate the effects of irradiance on (I-V) and (P-V) characteristics of a PV device,
while equations 3.10 and 3.11 present the short circuit current and open circuit voltage as
functions of irradiance changes.
Isc(G) =
G
1000
Isc(GSTC) (3.10)
Voc(G) = Voc(GSTC) +NsVT log(
G
1000
) (3.11)
Where:
Ns : The number of cells connected in series forming the PV module.
VT : The thermal voltage constant which is approximately 25.85mV .
G : irradiance (W/m2).
Figure 3.15: Irradiance effect on the I-V characteristics of a PV device.
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Figure 3.16: Irradiance effect on the P-V characteristics of a PV device.
3.3.4 Maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
As has been mentioned in the previous section, the PV system outputs are significantly
affected by environmental conditions specially temperature and solar irradiation. In order
to extract the maximum power available from the PV panel, it needs to operate at the
Maximum Power Point (MPP). The PV characteristics, in figures 3.11 and 3.12 illustrate
that there is always a voltage level at which a maximum power can be extracted. PV
panels are usually connected through power electronic converters associated with suitable
controllers to be operated at a given reference voltage. A controller with MPPT algorithm
can be implemented to insure that the converter operates at the optimal reference voltage.
Several MPPT methods have been proposed and implemented for different applications
[70]. Selection of the most suitable MPPT technique is driven by different factors such as
complexity, convergence speed, and cost.
❼ Perturb and Observe (P&O) method in addition to Incremental Conductance (I
C) method are considered by many researchers as the most widely used MPPT
techniques [71]- [72]. Perturbation and Observation (P&O) method’s algorithm is
based on a perturbation of the reference voltage by small increment and observe
the change in output power. Increased output power (dP/dV > 0), as illustrated in
figure 3.17 [73], indicates that the operating point is to left hand side of MPP and
the voltage perturbation is continued in the same direction, whereas, decrease in
output power (dP/dV < 0) means that the operating point is to right hand side of
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MPP and the reference voltage signal should be perturbed in the opposite direction
in the next step. The maximum output power can be extracted at MPP at which
dP/dV = 0.
A flowchart of the perturb and observe MPPT algorithm is shown in figure 3.18 [74].
Perturb and Observe (P&O) method is blamed of not providing MPP accurate track-
ing under fast changes in atmospheric conditions.
Figure 3.17: Perturbation and Observation (P&O) method.
Figure 3.18: A flowchart of the perturb and observe MPPT algorithm.
❼ Incremental conductance (IC) method provides better tracking even under fast changes
in atmospheric conditions. For the maximum power point, the derivative of the out-
put power with respect to the output voltage is equal to zero.
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dP
dV
=
d(V I)
dV
= I + V
dI
dV
=
I
V
+
dI
dV
= 0 (3.12)
(I/V ) represents instantaneous conductance while (dI/dV ) represents incremental con-
ductance. Incremental conductance (IC) method’s algorithm is based on comparing the
incremental panel conductance with instantaneous conductance for tracking the Maximum
Power Point (MPP) [75]. As illustrated in figure 3.19 [74], for ((dI/dV + I/V ) > 0) the
operating point is to right side of MPP and the voltage need to be increased in the next
step, whereas ((dI/dV + I/V ) < 0) indicates that the operating point is to right side of
MPP.
Figure 3.19: Incremental conductance (IC) method.
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3.4 Types of PV systems
As illustrated in figure 3.20 [76], PV systems comprise two main types stand alone and
grid connected systems.
Figure 3.20: Types of PV systems.
3.4.1 Stand-alone systems
Whenever a distribution network is not easily connectable to the grid (remote areas or
islands), stand-alone systems make use of renewable energy are interested. Since the PV
has a discontinuous and unpredictable output, a battery energy storage system is required
to preserve system stability and energy balance of load and generation as shown in figure
3.21 [77].
Figure 3.21: PV stand-alone system with a battery storage.
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3.4.2 Grid connected systems
In grid connected type the PV system operates in parallel with the electricity grid and
may exchange electricity to and from the grid. The PV system frequency and voltage
must be synchronized with those imposed by the grid. An example of a grid connected
PV system is shown in figure 3.22 [78].
Figure 3.22: PV grid connected system.
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Chapter 4
Islanded Distribution Networks
supplied by Distributed
Generation
4.1 Introduction
The traditional electric power systems use centralized large-scale generating plants and
usually located far from load centers. The generating plants are typically utilizing com-
bustion or nuclear technologies. These centralizing systems require long distances trans-
mission networks. In addition to technical and economic issues, traditional systems have
environmental disadvantages as; greenhouse gas emission, nuclear waste production. The
continuous rise of power demand necessitates a dramatically grown in electricity genera-
tion. The annual electricity production for 2012 reached about 22,200 TWh, 70% of which
were utilizing fossil fuel [1].
Modern Electric Power Systems move toward decentralization through the deployment
and use of Distributed Generation (DG) technologies. The continuous rise of power de-
mand with increasingly tense of traditional energy supply issues as; depletion of fossil
fuels, transmission distance, greenhouse gas emission, production of nuclear waste, ineffi-
ciencies, power loss and security related issues have promoted a rise number of researches
in Distributed Generation technologies [113], [114]. Distributed Generation systems uti-
lize relatively small-scale power generators connected to the Medium Voltage (MV) and
the Low Voltage (LV) distribution networks close to the end users, often provide power
from renewable energy or fossil energy. MV islanded systems, for economic and political
interests, are predicted to attract more attention for management and control of distri-
bution network in future smart grids [115]. Concerning DGs’ utilize renewable energy,
solar generation plants (PV) seem to be the most promising, in particular in case of small
installations: easy installations, prime source wide availability, scalable size plants, al-
most negligible operational costs, low emission, advance in technology and rapid drop in
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prices [116], [117]. PV generator plants are attractive options in terms of environmental
sustainability and fuel consumption reduction. They have the fastest growing renewable
category in the US with a 60% growth rate [118]. However, PV outputs are based more
directly on nature and as such they may exhibit large fluctuations and low power quality.
This poses a great challenge in maintaining generation /load balance and system’s stability
and reliability. Energy Storage Systems may be considered as a good alternative approach
for tackling these challenges. A common use of energy storage systems is for peak load
shaving by absorbing energy during surplus generation and injecting energy back during
peak demand. They can be also used as reserve power plants in cases of lack generation
or rapid demand perturbation [118].
Referring to grid connected DG plants, Distribution System Operators (DSOs) are called
to adopt new planning and management strategies to enhance the DG potentials and
to face the DG disadvantages at the same time. Stand-alone systems utilize renewables
combined with local energy storage devices can reduce the long-term cost of small-scale
power supply system. In islanded operation, the Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS)
bridges the gap between generation and demand, storing energy when excess is produced
and releasing when the generation is reduced or absent [1].
In terms of islanded network regulation strategy, DGs and BESS have to be coordinated
aiming to maximize the primary sources usage, to reduce losses and to preserve quality
of supply, which primarily means frequency and voltage magnitude [119]. For more than
one DG supply the islanded system, the total load should be shared between the DG units
basing on their rated capacity to avoid over loading of single sources [120]. Several control
strategies implementing Energy Storage Systems to deal with DGs intermittency and sys-
tem stability enhancement have been proposed [121], [122], [123]. A control scheme based
on state of charge to reduce the effect of PV fluctuations on system reopens is proposed
in [121].
PV plants are usually connected to the grid through power electronic converters and con-
trolled to provide maximum active power with unity generation power factor. A BESS is
also interfaced to grid through a converter, operates as a slack node, monitors the net-
work operating conditions, regulates both the voltage and frequency at its connection to
preserve energy balance and system stability. For stand-alone systems implementing PV
generation plants, storages using Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA) battery are the most
commonly used technology, because of cost and availability point of view [124].
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4.2 Islanded Network
Whenever a Distribution Network not easily connectable with the main grid (i.e. remote
areas and islands), Islanded systems are interested. Stand-alone systems making use of re-
newable energy sources becomes viable for supplying local networks with weak connection
to main grid to preserve end-user power quality in case of temporary blackout. Generally,
a stand-alone system, figure 4.1, may operate in grid connected or in islanded mode.
In grid connected mode, the AC bus voltage and frequency are regulated by the main
Figure 4.1: Layout of an islanded system
network while all the DGs are called to work as grid following units to exchange power
with main grid. However, in islanded mode, DGs must be equipped with the proper
controllers to maintain the system voltage and frequency and to regulate their power to
preserve generation/Load balance [125].
Control configuration can be classified into centralized or decentralized algorithms. In
centralized approach, the central controller receives measurement signals from system’s el-
ements, process the data, and sends back commands. The centralized control is considered
more flexible for balancing the power between generation and consumption [126]. However,
centralized control requires communication systems which become more complicated with
increased number of widely spread DGs [127]. Decentralized control, using bus-signaling
method (BSM) or frequency bus signaling method (FBS) are proposed in [128] and [129]
respectively, to overcome limitation due to communication systems.
Considering that most of DGs are inverters interfaced, the main two kinds of inverters
control are:
❼ PQ Control: the inverter provides a given active and reactive power depending on
its reference points. This control is usually achieved by utilizing a current controlled
voltage source [130].
❼ Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) control: the inverter provides demand requirements
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while preserving defined values for voltage and frequency. Load fluctuations directly
impact on the real and the reactive power outputs of the inverter. The VSI approach
adopts the concept of frequency and voltage control used in a synchronous machine
supplying an islanded system.
For Islanded Systems implementing renewable energy sources DGs integrated energy stor-
age systems (ESS), master/ slave control strategies are commonly considered which com-
prise:
❼ Single Master Operation (SMO): in this approach, a VSI (master) is used as voltage
and frequency reference whereas all the other inverters (slaves) operate in PQ mode.
❼ Multi Master Operation (MMO): in which several inverters operate as a VSI with
specified droop characteristics [131].
When master-slave control strategy is used to manage PVs integrated battery energy
storage systems (BESS) in islanded systems, PV units are usually controlled to provide
their maximum available active power (using MPPT control) with no reactive power con-
tribution. Consequently, all reactive power requirement is provided by BESS which neg-
atively affects the BESS ability of active power regulation [132]. Several researches have
been carried out to investigate reactive power contribution of DGs [133], [134], [135].
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4.3 Developed Control Approach
A SMO master/slave control strategy, implementing BESS and PV to supply an islanded
network has been devoloped in detail. The BESS (master) operates as a slack node, while
PVs (slaves) are controlled as PQ generators. BESS modulates the voltage and frequency
at its point of common coupling (PCC) in order to indirectly control the PVs reference
signals. According to BESS operative curve, illustrated in figure 4.2, depending on BESS
active power exchanged with the islanded network and batteries SOC, BESS modulates
the frequency at its PCC i.e. ∆f = f(PBESS). If the BESS active power overpasses the
stability dead-band, a frequency deviation is imposed to control the PVs active power
behaviour.
Figure 4.2: BESS operative curve.
On the other hand, figure 4.3 shows the PV operative curve where the active power
provided by the PV is a function of frequency deviation (PPV = f(∆f)). If the stability
dead-band is violated by the frequency imposed by the BESS, the PV regulates its active
power accordingly.
In this way the BESS is able to rapidly absorb or inject active power up to its rated
value in case of rapid overall load fluctuations and modulates PVs references in order to
minimize its active power exchanges with the islanded system. Following the same manner
PVs regulate their reactive power depending on the voltage modulated by the BESS.
However, for improving the BESS capacity of active power regulation to maintain
generation and consumption balance, considering the total output power rating of the
converter is fixed, the voltage at PCC of the BESS is modulated aiming to reduce to zero
the BESS reactive power exchange with the rest of the islanded system at steady state.
In this way, the BESS inverter capability curve is not reduced by reactive generation and
the power electronic converter losses are minimized. The developed control strategy uses
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Figure 4.3: PV operative curve.
frequency and voltages to coordinate the BESS power exchanges with the PVs outputs
which means, no explicit communication channels are required for the optimal operation
of the islanded system.
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(DIgSILENT) Environment.
4.4 Implementation of Proposed Control Strategy in Pow-
erFactory (DIgSILENT) Environment.
PowerFactory (DIgSILENT) is an advanced simulation software package for studying and
analyzing of electrical power systems. The software provides a list of simulation func-
tionalities as; Load flow analysis, Short circuit analysis, Harmonics analysis, Reliability
analysis, Optimal power flow, among others [136]. The software works within a fully
integrated graphical, editing and results windowing environment. Editing windows are
designated for system components, from which multiple windows can be opened to show
different aspects as shown in figure 4.4 . PowerFactory package incorporates a global
library and user library with respective access and modification rights. Global library
contains a comprehensive model library, powerful built-in functions and equipment types.
The user may define additional control models and calculation functionality (user defined
models). This can be done by using DIgSILENT Simulation Language (DSL). DSL allows
the creation of any kind of static or dynamic multi-input/multi-output model.
Figure 4.4: Digsilent windows
4.4.1 Model of power electronic converter for DG in DIgSILENT
In recent years the level of DG units in distribution systems has dramatically increased
due to several reasons as; environmental concerns, fuel cost uncertainties, liberalization
of electricity markets and advances in DG technologies. This growth has benefits, on
one hand, as loss reduction, power quality and reliability improvement, and provision of
ancillary services. On the other hand, the rising penetration level of distributed genera-
tion units has a considerable impact on the control and operation of the power system
network. Many renewable energy distributed generation units as PVs and wind turbines
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utilize power electronic converters for connection to the network. In order to study the
respond of DGs and the grid to steady state and transient conditions, simulation models
are required for both the grid network and the inverters of the DGs.
Figure 4.5 [137] shows a single line representation for a DG unit connected to the grid
through a power electronic converter. The DC source represents the DG primary source
connected to the DC side of the PWM. The AC side of the PWM is connected to the
point of common coupling PCC through a LCL filter.
Figure 4.5: Single line representation for a DG unit connected to the grid through a power
electronic converter.
The control scheme for a DG utilizing a power electronic converter interface, as proposed
in [137], is presented in figure 4.6. Power control and current control algorithms are im-
plemented in this control scheme.
The frame control for modeling of power electronic converter in PowerFactory, as pre-
Figure 4.6: Control scheme for a DG utilizing a power electronic converter interface.
sented in figure 4.7, comprises PLL system, ab2dq transformation block, power control
(PQ) model, current control model, inverter model, measuring devices and signals flow.
1. PLL bock: PLL bock is utilized for synchronization to the grid by providing the
synchronous frame reference angle to the (ab2dq) transformation block;
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Figure 4.7: Control frame of the DG converter controller implemented in PowerFactory.
2. ab2dq Transformation block: The measured abc quantities need to be trans-
formed into a synchronous rotating dq reference frame, to be used for the power and
current controllers which operate on dc converter variables. ab2dq Transformation
block utilizes 4.1 for abc to dq transformation.
Idq0 =


cos θ cos θ − 2pi
2
cos θ +
2pi
2
− sin θ − sin θ − 2pi
2
− sin θ + 2pi
2√
2
2
√
2
2
√
2
2




Ia
Ib
Ic

 (4.1)
Where: Idq0: is the current elements in d, q and 0 axis.
3. Power control model: The inputs to this model, as illustrated in figure 4.8, are
(ud, id, uq, iq) provided by the ab2dq model, and two signal for active and reactive
power references which may be provided by a remote controller or given as desired
set points;
The model utilizes the equations defined in 4.2 and 4.3 to calculate the measured
active and reactive powers.
P = udid + uqiq (4.2)
Q = uqid − udiq (4.3)
Where:
ud, uq: are measured voltages at PCC in dq frame.
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Figure 4.8: Power control model.
id, iq: are measured currents at PCC in dq frame.
The calculated active and reactive powers are compared against their reference val-
ues. The differences dP and dQ are regulated by a PI controller to provide dq frame
current references (idref and iqref ) to the current control model.
4. Current control model: In the current control model shown in figure 4.9 , the dq
frame measured currents (id and iq) are respectively compared against the reference
dq frame currents (idref and iqref ), provided by the power control model. The current
errors are processed by standard close loop current regulator with proportional gain
(Kp) and integral time constant (τi) as defined in 4.4 and 4.5 respectively [137];
Kp ≈
ωc(Lf + Lfg)
VDC
(4.4)
τi =
10
ωc
(4.5)
Where:
ωc: is the crossover frequency.
Lf and Lfg: are the LCL filter inductances on the inverter side and grid side respectively.
The LCL filter’s shunt capacitor currents in dq frame (icd and icq), with a damping gain
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of Kd, are added as additional feedback after the PI regulators. The resultant dq frame
voltages are converted back into stationary frame αβ and are fed to the converter model.
Figure 4.9: Current control model.
4.4.2 Modelling of Battery Energy Storage System BESS
Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) was modelled in DIgSILENT by a DC voltage
source and a PWM converter as shown in figure 4.10.
The Battery element is based on the model of a DC voltage source element (ElmDcu).
The equivalent circuit of the model, as shown in figure 4.11, consists of an ideal DC voltage
source and an output impedance [138].
The internal voltage is kept constant and only the internal resistance Ri is considered
while the internal inductance Li is neglected according to [138].
Ui = UnomUset (4.6)
UDC = Ui − IDCRi (4.7)
Where:
Ui: is the internal voltage in [kV ].
Unom:is the nominal voltage of the battery in [kV ].
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Figure 4.10: BESS modelling in Digsilent using DC voltage source and PWM converter
Figure 4.11: DIgSILENT Battery Model
Uset :is the voltage setpoint in [p:u:].
UDC :is the DC voltage in [kV ].
IDC :is the DC current in [kA].
Ri:is the internal resistance in [Ohm].
In the proposed control strategy, the BESS acts as a master with power electronic
converter operating in VSI mode to control the voltage and frequency at its Point of Com-
mon Coupling (PCC) with quick dynamic performances and to modulate the references
of the slaves (PV generation units) which operate in PQ mode. Figure 4.12 shows the
control scheme for the BESS. Frequency calculation block works according to BESS op-
erative curve illustrated in figure 4.2. If the BESS active power overpasses the stability
dead-band, and according to the State of Charge (SoC) of batteries, a frequency devia-
tion is imposed to regulate the PVs set points. SoC is evaluated starting from the initial
condition and integrating the battery current. Specifically, the BESS forces the PVs to
inject more active power in case the BESS has to face a generation deficit and to reduce
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injection at load reduction or generation surplus.
The voltage at the BESS PCC is modulated aiming to reduce to zero the storage system
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Figure 4.12: Modeling of the BESS VSI unit (master device).
reactive exchange with the rest of the islanded system. In this way, the BESS inverter
capability curve is not reduced by reactive generation and the power electronic converter
losses are minimized.
For describing the BESS modelling in more details, figure 4.13 shows the BESS frame
or composite model which comprises the main BESS controller or common model, PWM
converter model, measuring devices and flow signals.
The BESS main controller provides the control signals to the PWM converter in order to
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Figure 4.13: BESS frame or composite model.
modulate the frequency and voltage at PCC of the BESS. As illustrated in figure 4.14 the
lower part of the BESS main controller, starting with input current iDC and implementing
the below equations with given model parameters, ICell is calculated in the first block, the
integrator in the second bock calculates cell capacity in Ah, and the SoC is evaluated in
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Figure 4.14: BESS main controller.
the third block.
Icell =
IDC
J
(4.8)
Ccell,Ah =
∫
IDC
3600
(4.9)
SoC = SoC0 −
Ccell,Ah
CBESS,Ah
(4.10)
Where:
Icell: is cell current (A).
IDC : is the current flowing to BESS inverter (A).
J : is the number of arrays connected in parallel.
Ccell,Ah : is the cell capacity (Ah).
SoC: is the batteries State of charge.
SoC0:is the initial value of the State of charge.
CBESS,Ah: is the BESS total capacity (Ah).
Finally, the fourth block (Frequency Calculation), by using the measured BESS active
power and the SoC as inputs and implementing BESS operative curve shown in figure 4.3,
evaluates the frequency imposed by the BESS.
On the other hand, the upper part of the BESS main controller, with two inputs (mea-
sured BESS reactive power and measured voltage at PCC of BESS), works to provide the
modulated voltage at PCC of BESS. The measured BESS reactive power is compared by
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Qref , which is given as a parameter with 0 value aiming to equalize BESS reactive power
to zero at steady state condition. The difference signal dq is passed through a droop and
an integrator. Summation of the two outputs is considered as a reference signal to be
compared against the measured voltage. The error signal is processed by the PID con-
troller to provide the control signal for the modulated voltage. In PowerFactory set values
such as gain, time constants, limit values, nominal values for the blocks in the model are
defined as Model Parameters. Model parameters evaluate the performance of the model.
Parameters of BESS main controller model implemented in the developed control scheme
are given in Table 4.1
Table 4.1: Parameters of BESS main controller model.
Parameter Description Value
Tmis u Filter time constant, voltage meas. path (s) 0.01
T2 Controller time constant, uref path (s) 0.5
mq Q-V droop slope (pu/pu) 0.03
Kp Propotional gain Pmin cotroller (pu) 0.16
Ki Integrator gain Pmin cotroller (pu) 250
fmin Minimum frequency (Hz) 49
fmax Maximum frequency (Hz) 51
delta Stability dead band (pu) 0.1
K PID controller gain (pu) 0.005
Td Diff. time constant of PID controller (s) 0.048
T Integ. time constant of PID controller (s) 0.012
Snom Nominal Power (VA) 1000000
Vdc N Battery volatage (V) 720
nparallel Number of parallel rows 34
T1 Integrator time constant, DC current path (s) 3600
SoSinitial Initial valur of battery state of charge (pu) 0.5
AhN Cell capacity (Ah) 40
QrefBESS BESS reactive power reference value (pu) 0
K1 Integrator gain, uref path (pu) 0.05
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4.4.3 Modelling of PV Generation Plants
According to the developed control strategy the following considerations must be pointed
out;
1. PV generators work as slaves DG units with PQ control.;
2. In grid connected mode, PVs provide their maximum available active power.;
3. In islanded mode, PVs active power outputs are regulated considering both the
primary source availability and the frequency deviation imposed by the BESS (Ppv =
f(∆f));
4. PVs reactive power outputs are evaluated according to the voltage reference signal
modulated by the BESS, at their PCC. The voltage steady-state condition is reached
at zero BESS reactive power, i.e. the reactive power is fully supplied by PVs.;
Figure 4.15 shows the control frame for PV plants developed in DIgSILENT Power Factory
environment. The PV generation model considers the solar radiation availability and the
ambient temperature to define the voltage and current parameters on the Direct Current
(DC) side of the PV inverter. The following models; solar radiation, temperature, pho-
tovoltaic, active power reduction, and static generator are included in the powerfactory
built in template control frame as described in appendix (A.1.2). The other three models;
active power control, reactive power control, and PV main controller shall be described in
this section:
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Figure 4.15: PV Frame or Composite model.
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❼ Active power control model: As illustrated in figure 4.16, the model has two
inputs, measured frequency Fmeas and measured PV active power Pin. The measured
frequency is compared with frequency reference, filtered, and used as an input to
an integral controller. Block Pset 2 has the signal provided by the integrator and
the measured frequency signal as two inputs along with P0, fpv min, fpv max and p-f
droop slope (mp) as parameters. This block provides Pref as defined in 4.11.
Pref = P0 +mp(fr − f) +Ki
∫
fr − f)dt (4.11)
Where:
P0: is initial PV active power (MW).
mp: is p-f droop slope.
fr : is the rated frequency(Hz).
f : is the measured frequency (Hz).
fpv min and fpv max: are limits of the dead-band (Hz).
The signal Pref is compared against the measured PV active power (Pin), the resul-
tant signal dp is used as an input to a PI controller to provide the reference signal
vdcref for the PV main controller to regulate the PV active power according to the
frequency imposed by the master (BESS).
As demonstrated by eq 4.11 the PV can provide primary control [mp(fr − f) ] and
secondary control [Ki
∫
fr − f)dt]. PV contribution in primary or secondary control
can be modified by adjusting models parameters. Model parameters are listed in
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Figure 4.16: Active power control model.
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table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Parameters of active power control model.
Parameter Description Value
Tfdc Filter time constant, act. power meas. path (s) 0.005
Kp p Proportional gain of PI parallel controller (pu) 0.2
Ki p Integrator gain of PI parallel controller (pu) 50
T1 Filter2 time constant (s) 0
K Integrator gain (pu) 0.3
T Filter1 time constant (s) 0
P0 Active power initial setpoint (pu) 0.3
Fmax Maximum frequency (Hz) 51
fpv max PV stability dead band upper limit (Hz) 50.2
Fmin Minimum frequency (Hz) 49
fpv min PV stability dead band lower limit (Hz) 49.8
mp p-f droop slope (pu/pu) 0.2
❼ Rective power control model: This model as illustrated in figure 4.17, has two
input signals; the measured voltage at PCC of the PV (ur1) and the measured active
power of the PV (P ). The measured voltage is compared with the reference voltage,
and the resultant signal used as an input to an integral controller. The output
of the integrator, along with measured active power P , and voltage error du are
implemented in block Qref with use of model parameters; mq , Qmin, and Qmax, to
evaluate PV reactive power reference Qref for the PV main controller according to
the voltage modulated by the master (BESS) as defined in 4.12.
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Figure 4.17: Reactive power control model.
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Qref = mq(vr − v) +Ki
∫
vr − v)dt (4.12)
Where:
mq: is q-v droop slope.
vr : is the rated voltage (V).
v : is the measured voltage (V).
Qmin, and Qmax: are reactive power limits (p.u.).
Model parameters are listed in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Parameters of reactive power control model.
Parameter Description Value
Tu Filter time constant (s) 0.1
Vsetpoint Volage set point (V) 1
Kq1 Integrator gaim (pu) 200
Qmin Reactive power maximum limit (pu) 0
Qmax Reactive power minimum limit (pu) 1
❼ PV main controller model: The PQ control scheme is implemented to regulate
the active and reactive power outputs of the PV generators. Making use of Park’s
transformation, AC quantities are converted to DC quantities in dq- frame. The
phase locked loop (PLL) synchronizes the reference frame with the voltage vector
resulting in a constant direct axis component voltage Vd and a zero quadrature
voltage component Vq. Hence the active and reactive power outputs of the PV can
be regulated by controlling the dirct and quadrature axis components of current, id
and iq respectively as defined in 4.13 and 4.14 [139].
Ppv = vdid (4.13)
Qpv = −vdiq (4.14)
Therefore, power set points can be used for evaluating the reference currents, idref and
iqref , to respectively regulate the active and reactive power outputs of the PV as defined
in 4.15 and 4.16.
idref =
Pref
vd
(4.15)
iqref = −
Qref
vd
(4.16)
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The PV main controller model, as shown in figure 4.18 has two reference signals for
the active power regulation;
1. vdcref from the photovoltaic model for providing the maximum active power avail-
able by the primary source.;
2. Pfreq from the active power control model for regulating the active power according
to the frequency deviation imposed by the BESS.;
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Figure 4.18: PV main controller model.
These two signals are compared with dc voltage signal from dc busbar and capacitor
model, the errors are eliminated by PI controller to evaluate the two currents idpv and
idfreq, within the limit parameters idmin and idmax, which are passed to PV capability
block. In PV capability block, depending on the grid status switch (0 grid isolated OR 1
grid connected), in islanded mode the PV active power is regulated by frequency deviation
reference signal Pfreq within the limits of the maximum availability by the primary source
reference signal vdcref . In grid connected mode only vdcref reference signal is used to
provide the maximum available active power with implementation of Pred signal provided
by active power reduction model to decrease PV active power output in over frequency
transient according to a p-f characteristic shown in figure 4.19 [131]. The output of the PV
capability block is passed through the current limiter to provide the d-axis component of
the reference current idref which regulate the active power output of the static generator.
On the other hand, reactive power regulation can be achieved by controlling iqref as in
4.16. The reference signal Qref is provided by the reactive power control model, as have
been described previously in this section. Qref is compared against the measured reactive
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power of the PV, the error is injected to the reactive power support block. The reactive
power support block using Q-V characteristic with a deadband and droop control, as shown
in figure 4.20 [131], provides the current iq within limit parameters iqmin and iqmax for
the current limiter to evaluate the q-axis component of the reference current iqref which
regulates the reactive power output of the static generator. The deadband and droop are
defined as model parameters and can be changed according to the implemented standard
recommendations.
Model parameters are listed in table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Parameters of PV main controller model
Parameter Description Value
Tr1 Measurment delay (s) 0.001
Tmpp Time delay MPP tracking (s) 5
deadband Dead band for AC voltage support (pu) 0.1
droop Static for AC voltage support 2
i EEG 0 = acc. TC2007; 1 = acc. SDLWindV 1
Tr Measurment delay (s) 0.001
Kp Propotional gain, id pv PI controller (pu) 0.005
Tip Integrator time constant id pv PI controller (s) 0.03
Kp1 Propotional gain, id freq PI controller (pu) 5
Tip1 Integrator time constant id freq PI controller (s) 0.03
Umin Minimum allowed DC voltage (V) 333
iq min Min. reactive current limit (pu) 1
id min Min. active current limit (pu) 0
iq max Max. reactive current limit (pu) 1
maxAbsCur Max. allowed absolute current (pu) 1
maxIq Max. abs reactive current in normal operation (pu) 1
id max Max. active current limit (pu) 1
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Figure 4.19: p-f characteristic as stated by Italian CIE standard 0-16.
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Figure 4.20: Q-V characteristic with a deadband and droop control as stated by Italian
CIE standard 0-16.
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4.5 Simulation and Results
4.5.1 Identification of the case study
A MV distribution network for a remote typical Libyan oasis town (Al-Kufra) is assumed
as a case study. Al-Kufra is located in the southern east of Libya in an area with an an-
nual Direct Solar Irradiance of more than 2800kWh/m2 [5]. Despite of this large energy
resource the area experiences permanent outages which last for days in certain occasions.
Al-Kufra area network is fed through a long, 800 km, radial transmission line from the
north with a local gas power plant at sub-transmission system as shown in figure 4.21.
The network, as shown in figure 4.22, comprises 7 distribution substations ranged from
2MVA to 13MVA and supplied individually from a sub transmission system [140]. The
mentioned distribution networks are considered as weakly connected to the grid because
of the long transmission line crossing the desert, lack of maintenance and security issues.
A MV (11kV) distribution network is modeled for the case study. The modelled network,
as reported in figure 4.23, comprises:
❼ Two main step down transformers 66/11kV, 7.5MVA each;
❼ Twenty two bus bars;
❼ Twenty equivalent loads with overall peak load of 2.365 MVA;
❼ Twenty two Connection overhead lines;
❼ Six step-up or step down transformers;
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Figure 4.21: Generation power plants and Transmission line from Benghazi to Al Kufra.
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Figure 4.22: Al Kufra network and feeding transmission line.
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Figure 4.23: Case study single line representation.
4.5.2 steady-state conditions and network power quality levels
Distributed Generators (DG) have the following advantages, among others, voltage pro-
file improvement, power losses reduction , decrease in transmission and distribution lines
loading, and an improvement of distribution system efficiency and security of supply [141].
Simulation in DIgSILENT Power Factory environment was carried out considering differ-
ent scenarios in steady state conditions to investigate the benefits of implementing dis-
tributed generation (DG) technologies using solar energy resources PV and battery storage
system to improve system power quality level.
4.5.2.1 Voltage profile;
❼ Grid-connected mode:
Load flow study is carried out to investigate the passive network voltage profile,
it appears that in normal operation the voltage levels of the different nodes are
somewhat uneven. Figure 4.24 shows the system voltage profile Grid-connected
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mode, without any DG. In particular, buses (2− 14), (2− 13) and (2− 12) at feeder
no. 2 have the lowest and unacceptable voltages.
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Figure 4.24: System voltage profile Grid connected without any DG.
At first, distributed generation could be used to improve the voltage profile at the
more depressed nodes. To this aim a load sensitivity analysis has been implemented
to find the sensitivity ratio [(dv/dp)/(dv/dq)] for feeder no.2 at nodes (2− 14), (2−
13), (2− 12). Bus (2− 14) is found to be the most effective as shown in figure 4.25
and thus chosen as a good location for the first DG.
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Figure 4.25: Sensitivity ratio at bus (2-14).
Figure 4.26 shows voltage profile for system in grid connected mode with one DG at
bus (2− 14), some node voltages are still unacceptable.
Running load flow analysis and using sensitivity ratio, with the above described
procedure, a second DG was located at bus (3 − 22) and a third DG was located
at bus (1 − 02) as illustrated in the single line diagram of the case study shown in
figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.26: System voltage profile Grid connected with one DG at bus (2-14).
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Figure 4.27: Single line diagram of the case study with proposed BESS and distributed
PV generation units at selected locations
❼ Islanded mode :
In a second step we can think of using the DG as a backup system during the frequent
and prolonged blackouts. In this case system voltage profile, in islanded mode with
three DGs at bus’ 1− 02, 2− 14, 3− 22 is presented in figure 4.28.
Figure 4.29 demonstrates the improvement in voltage profile by implementing DG
technologies both in grid connecting and islanded mode.
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Figure 4.28: System voltage profile in islanded mode with 3 DG’s.
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Figure 4.29: Voltage profile with and without DGs in grid connected and islanded modes.
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4.5.2.2 Lines loading and power losses
Distributed generation units are usually installed close to the end user, as a result of that
lines’ loading and consequently power losses are expected to be reduced. Figures 4.30 and
4.31 illustrate respectively the benefits of reduction in lines loading and losses due to the
use of DGs.
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Figure 4.30: Lines Loading with and without DGs in grid connected and islanded modes.
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Figure 4.31: power losses with and without DGs in grid connected and islanded modes.
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4.5.3 Power, frequency and voltage dynamics.
In section 5.3, a (SMO) master/slave control strategy implementing Battery Energy Stor-
age System (BESS) and PV generation plants was developed for electrification of modeled
remote distribution network in islanded mode. A MV (11kV) distribution network is mod-
eled for the case study with proposed BESS and PV generation units at selected locations
to supply the load in islanded mode. The modelled network, as reported in figure 4.32,
comprises:
❼ A Battery energy storage system BESS;
❼ Three PV generation plants (PV1, PV2, and PV3) with capacities of 2, 2, and 1
MVA respectively composed by 2 or 4 equal units (0.5 MVA/unit);
❼ Twenty equivalent loads with overall peak load of 2.365 MVA;
❼ Six step-up or step down transformers;
❼ Twenty two interconnection overhead lines;
The scope of the developed control approach is to coordinate the role of both the solar
generation and the energy storage system in facing active and reactive power requirements
of the connected loads in islanded mode.
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Figure 4.32: Case study for the developed control strategy.
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In order to validate the developed models and to investigate the ability of the con-
trol scheme in evaluating the contributions of BESS and DGs in islanded network supply,
simulations have been carried out making use of DIgSILENT PowerFactory➤ software.
Different operating conditions have been considered to test the accuracy of the control
strategy and to measure the system response time to load perturbations.
Starting from a steady-state condition, where the BESS is operating in its stability dead-
band with reduced power exchange with the islanded network, the following load pertur-
bation events have been considered.
1. At t = 4s, the overall load is step increased from 1.257MW to 1.434MW by switching
on a couple of loads;
2. At t = 8s, the overall load is further step increased to 2.076MW .
3. At t = 14s, some end-users are switched off to reduce the overall load to 1.502MW .
4.5.3.1 Frequency control and active power regulation.
In islanded operation mode, the trend of the active power provided by the PV’s, that
injected or absorbed by the BESS and the total active power consumed by the load are
reported in figure 4.33. The deviation in frequency, due to above mentioned load pertur-
bations and system response according to the developed control scheme, as measured at
the PCC of BESS is illustrated in figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.33: Active power trends in islanded mode.
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Figure 4.34: Frequency deviation.
From the active power trends and frequency deviation shown in figures 4.33 and 4.34
respectively, it can be observed that due to the first load perturbation the BESS active
power exchange with islanded network is increased, but the increase does not overpass
the BESS stability dead-band, consequently, no frequency deviation is imposed by the
BESS and no active power contribution is required from the PVs. However, the active
power provided by the BESS, as a respond to the second load perturbation, overpasses
its stability dead-band causing the BESS as a master imposes frequency deviation (under
frequency) at its PCC to force the PVs to regulate their active power outputs. As a result
of the under frequency deviation, PVs increase their active powers injection, within the
primary sources capabilities, to bring the frequency back to its rated value. Conversely,
in the third load perturbation, when the BESS active power exchange with the network
is decreased and overpassed the stability dead-band, the BESS imposes an over frequency
deviation to instruct the PVs to reduce their active power injected to the network aiming
to reduce the frequency back to its rated value.
The magnitude of the frequency deviation imposed by BESS depends on BESS active
power exchange with the islanded network and SoC of batteries. Whereas, from the PV
plants point of view, the frequency alteration as measured at their PCC, forces the plants
to maximize their active power outputs, if the primary sources are further available.
As defined by equation 4.11 in section 6.5.2 the PV can provide primary control [mp(fr−f)
] and secondary control [Ki
∫
fr − f)dt]. PV contribution in primary or secondary control
can be modified by adjusting models parameters.
For the PV active power trend presented in figure 4.33, the PVs were set to provide only
secondary control. The PV active power trend with primary and secondary control for
the same load perturbations is reported in figure 4.35 where we can see a rapid respond
due to the primary control and a slower tracking by the secondary control.
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Figure 4.35: Active power trends with primary and secondary PV control.
On another hand, in grid connected mode, the PV generation plants provide the maxi-
mum active power available by the primary source as illustrated in figure 4.36. The surplus
power is injected to the grid.
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Figure 4.36: Active power trends in grid connected mode.
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4.5.3.2 Voltage control and reactive power regulation.
The BESS provides rapidly the reactive power required by any load perturbation, as
reported in figure 4.37, then the BESS modulates the voltage at its PCC to force the PVs
to regulate their reactive power outputs aiming to reduce the reactive power of the BESS
to zero and keeping the voltage levels close to 1p.u. as presented in figure 4.38. In this
way, the PVs provide all reactive power network requirements. Consequently, the BESS
inverter capability curve is not reduced by reactive power generation improving the BESS
capacity of active power regulation and minimizing the power electronic converter losses.
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Figure 4.37: Reactive power trends in islanded mode.
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Figure 4.38: Voltage profile for selected strategic buses.
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4.5.4 Energy balance.
In order to investigate system dynamic behavior in a span of 24 hours, a daily load curve of
the distribution network (obtained from the sum of the variable demands within 24 hours
of 20 typical loads) has been identified. For the daily equivalent load profile (blue line),
illustrated in figure 4.39, a 10s interval represents an equivalent hour. The solar generation
plants PV1, PV2, and PV3 rated at 2, 2, and 1MVA respectively are utilized to provide the
renewable energy supply to the network. Thanks to the high solar radiation available in
the considered geographic area, considering stable solar conditions, the generation profile
reflects the typical solar radiation daily trend as reported in Figure 4.39 (green line).
A BESS is connected to the islanded network in order to preserve system stability and
power balance between generation and load. Daytime overproduction is used to charge
the storage plant, which supplies the load during evening and night figure 4.39 (red line).
The proposed strategy is able to optimally manage both the BESS behavior and the
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Figure 4.39: Load, BESS, and PV Active power in Islanded Mode.
PV source. In case the production overpasses the load, the BESS absorb power. If
the overproduction excessed the BESS rated power, a positive frequency perturbation
is intentionally introduced to modulate the PV generation and to preserve the islanded
system stability. Vice-versa, when the generation is lower than the overall load, an under-
frequency operating condition is forced to stimulate other DG plants, if there is any,
otherwise load shedding technique or programmable load scheduling is implemented for
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keeping generation and load balance. The imposed frequency profile is reported in figure
4.40 and perfectly reflects the BESS active power exchange daily trend. Frequency is set
at its rated value when the storage system active power exchange is within the BESS
stability dead-band.
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Figure 4.40: Frequency trend.
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Chapter 5
BESS size minimizing and
efficiency improvement
5.1 Implementation of Synchronous Generators
In MV islanded networks the size of BESS can be relatively large and have heavily impact
on the total installation cost of the system. In particular, for islanded networks imple-
menting BESS and PV, the longest period needs to be bridged by the BESS is from end
of PV power availability at end of daytime to solar radiation starting on the next day,
i.e. evening and night load requirements. Aiming to limit the overall installation cost,
different strategies could be adopted for minimizing the size of the BESS:
1. Load-shedding techniques are able to reduce the night-time load with a disadvantage
of affecting end user quality of supply;
2. Scheduling of programmable loads during daytime hours while availability of solar
radiation;
3. Synchronous generators could be introduced as another group of DG units for sup-
plying the base load, especially during night;
The third alternative, with no negative effects on end user quality of supply, has been
adopted in the thesis. Synchronous generators are introduced in the developed control
scheme as second slaves to supply the islanded loads during night in order to limit the
required BESS size. All the control frames and models, required for the synchronous
generators to operate according to the proposed control strategy, have been developed as
would be described in next section.
5.1.1 Modelling of synchronous generator
In order to introduce synchronous generators as a second group of slaves according to the
implemented control strategy, control composite and common models are developed in
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DIgSILENT powerfactory environment considering the following characteristics:
❼ Synchronous generators work as slaves with secondary control;
❼ Synchronous generators are mainly implemented for supplying the islanded base load
during evening and night periods;
❼ Synchronous generators active power outputs are regulated depending on the fre-
quency deviation imposed by the BESS (master);
❼ Synchronous generators reactive power outputs are evaluated according to the volt-
age reference signal modulated by the by the BESS, at their PCC aiming BESS
reactive power reaches zero at voltage steady-state condition;
In PowerFactory, a synchronous generator can be selected from the drag and drop items
and added to the grid. From the edit windows, user can specify generator’s type and data
using specifications from global library, from other projects or new added specifications.
Built in control frames and control models are also provided in global library standard
models. A built in control frame (IEEE) from the global library, shown in figure 5.1,
was originally adopted for this thesis. To implement the control frame for the developed
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Figure 5.1: IEEE built in control frame from PowerFactory.
control strategy, as shown in figure 5.2, the following changes have been made on the built
in control frame;
❼ Two control models which are active power control and reactive power control are
added to the frame for providing respectively the active and reactive power refer-
ences;
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❼ Modifying the governor models by adding a reference signal provided by the active
power control model, as shown in figure 5.4, to provide secondary control to the gen-
erator for regulating its active power depending on the frequency deviation imposed
by the master (BESS). The parameters of the governor model are listed in table 5.3;
❼ The reference signal provided by the reactive power control is added to the voltage
regulator models, as illustrated in figure 5.5, to evaluate the synchronous generators
reactive power as required by the voltage modulated by the BESS. Table 5.4 lists
the parameters for voltage regulator model.
❼ Adding of measured devices and modifying of signal flow;
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Figure 5.2: Synchronous generator control frame.
The synchronous generator control frame shown in figure 5.2 comprises the following con-
trol models.
❼ Active power control model: The blocks included in this model and theory of
operation have been described in section 6.5 except additional two blocks for time
delay and machine base as illustrated in figure 5.3. The scope of this model is
to evaluate reference signal, depending on the frequency deviation imposed by the
BESS, for the governor model to regulate the synchronous generator active power
outputs. The parameters of this model are listed in table 5.1;
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Figure 5.3: Active power control model.
Table 5.1: Parameters of active power control model.
Parameter Description Value
Tfdc Filter time constant, act. power meas. path (s) 0.001
Psetpoint Active power initial setpoint (pu) 0.1
Fmax Maximum frequency (Hz) 51
fDG−max DG stability dead band upper limit (Hz) 50.2
Fmin Minimum frequency (Hz) 49
fDG−min DG stability dead band lower limit (Hz) 49.8
Kp−p Proportional gain of PI parallel controller (pu) 1
Ki−p Integrator gain of PI parallel controller (pu) 10
T1 Filter2 time constant (s) 0
K Integrator gain (pu) 0.5
T Filter1 time constant (s) 0
D−Gen−Base Diesel generator rated power (MVA) 1
Tdel Delay time constant (s) 0.001
Ymin Minimum limit of frequency measurment (Hz) 0
Ymax Maximum limit of frequency measurment (Hz) 60
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❼ Reactive power control model: This model has been described in section 6.5,
for PV modeling, with the only changes in models parameters which are as listed
in table 5.2. The reactive power control model provides the reference signal for the
voltage regulator model to regulate the reactive power of the synchronous generator
according to the voltage modulated by the BESS aiming to reduce to zero the BESS
reactive power at steady state condition;
Table 5.2: Parameters of reactive power control model.
Parameter Description Value
Tu Filter time constant (s) 0.01
Vsetpoint Volage set point (V) 1
Kq1 Integrator gaim (pu) 10
Qmin Reactive power maximum limit (pu) 0
Qmax Reactive power minimum limit (pu) 1
In order to regulate the active and reactive power outputs of the diesel generators
according to the frequency and voltage modulated by the master (BESS), the diesel gen-
erators’ governor and voltage control models are developed as shown in figures 5.4 and
5.5 respectively. The reference signals provided by the active control model (dp sec) and
that provided by the reactive control model (Q ref) are added to the initial set points
of the governor and voltage control models respectively to provide a secondary control
to regulate the behavior of diesel generators power outputs depending on the frequency
and voltage imposed by the BESS. The dispatcher blocks in the two models are used for
simulation purposes, to be able to connect the diesel generators to supply the base load
during night periods and disconnect them at solar availability during day time. Since
there is no synchronizing unit in DIgSILENT software, the dispatcher blocks with (0 or
1) value are used as parameter events to be multiplied by the set points for connecting or
disconnecting of the generators. The governor and the voltage regulator control models’
parameters and their values are listed in tables 10.3 and 10.4 respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Synchronous generator governor control model.
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Figure 5.5: Synchronous generator voltage regulator control model.
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Table 5.3: Parameters of Synchronous generator governor control model.
Parameter Description Value
K Actuator Gain (pu/pu) 9
T4 Actuator derative time constant (s) 1
T5 Actuator first time constant (s) 0.002
T6 Actuator second time constant (s) 0.005
TD Combustion Delay (s) 0.001
Droop Droop (pu) 0.8
TE time constant fdbk (s) 0.5
T1 Elec. cont. box first time constant (s) 0.005
T2 Elec. cont. box second time constant (s) 0.001
T3 Elec. cont. box derivative time constant (s) 0.1
Droopcontrol (0=Throttle feedback, 1=Elec. Power feedback) 1
PN Prime mover rated power (PN=Pgnn) (MW) 1
Tmin Minimum throttle (pu) 0
Tmax Maximum throttle (pu) 1.1
Table 5.4: Parameters of Synchronous generator voltage regulator control model.
Parameter Description Value
Tr Measurement delay (s) 0.02
Ka Controller gain (pu) 50
Ta Controller time constant (s) 0.002
Ke Excitor constant (pu) 1
Te Excitor time constant (s) 0
Kf Stabilization path gain(pu) 0.0025
Tf Stabilization path time constant (s) 1.5
E1 Saturation factor 1 (pu) 6
Se1 Saturation factor 2 (pu) 1.5
E2 Saturation factor 3 (pu) 10
Se1 Saturation factor 4 (pu) 2.46
Vmin Controller output minimum (pu) -12
Vmax Controller output maximum (pu) 12
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5.1.2 Simulation and results
For a purpose of minimizing the BESS size, three synchronous generators named (synch.
Gen.1, synch. Gen.2, and synch. Gen.3) have been connected to busbars 2-14, 3-22, and
1-02 respectively as shown in figure 5.6. The proposed synchronous generators are to
be implemented for supplying the base load during night periods to reduce the energy
provided by BESS and consequently minimize its required size and cost. The control
frames and models for the synchronous generators, to be introduced as a second group of
slaves to the developed control strategy, have been described in section 8.1.1.
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Figure 5.6: Single line presentation for system under study with proposed synchronous
generators.
In order to investigate the dynamic behavior of the system and energy balance between
generation and load, several simulation considering different scenarios have been carried
out making use of DIgSILENT PowerFactory software.
5.1.2.1 Power, frequency and voltage dynamics
For validation of the developed control scheme, implementing BESS (master) and syn-
chronous generators as slaves, the following load perturbations have been considered start-
ing from a steady state condition.
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1. At t = 4s, the overall load is step increased from 1.257MW to 1.434MW by switching
on a couple of loads.
2. At t = 8s, the overall load is further step increased to 2.076MW .
3. At t = 12s, some end-users are switched off to reduce the overall load to 1.502MW .
❼ Frequency control and active power regulation: According to the developed
control strategy, the active power outputs of the synchronous generators are regu-
lated by secondary control with set point evaluated depending on the frequency de-
viation imposed by the master BESS. The frequency deviation imposed by the BESS
can be either negative (reduced frequency), in case of BESS active power injected
to the islanded system overpasses its stability dead-band, to force the synchronous
generators to increase their active power outputs, or positive (increased frequency),
in case of BESS active power absorbed overpasses its stability dead-band, to force
the synchronous generators to reduce their active power outputs taking account of
the batteries state of charge in both cases. Based on this control approach and
considering the above mentioned load perturbations, the trend of the active power
consumed by the load, that provided by the synchronous generators, and the active
power injected or absorbed by the BESS are presented in figure 5.7. Figure 5.8
illustrates the frequency trend as measured at the BESS point of common coupling.
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Figure 5.7: Active power trends in islanded mode.
It can be seen from the active power and frequency trends reported respectively
in figures 5.7 and 5.8 that as a respond to the first load perturbation the BESS
rapidly injects more active power, but still within its stability dead-band, so it
does not impose any frequency deviation and no contribution is required from the
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Figure 5.8: Frequency deviation.
synchronous generators. For the second load perturbation, the active power injected
by the BESS overpasses its stability dead-band causing it to impose under frequency
deviation forcing the synchronous generators to inject more active power to bring
the frequency back to its rated value. Conversely, when the active power absorbed
by the BESS violated its dead-band, the BESS imposed over frequency decreases the
synchronous generators active power outputs to keep frequency at its rated value.
❼ Voltage control and reactive power regulation: For any load perturbation,
the reactive power system requirements are rapidly provided by the BESS which
modulates the voltage at its PCC to indirectly control the synchronous generators
reactive power outputs behaviors as presented in figure 5.9. The synchronous gen-
erators regulate their reactive power injections aiming to keep the voltage levels at
their PCC close to 1pu and to reduce the reactive power of the BESS to zero at
steady state as illustrated in figures 5.10 and 5.9 respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Reactive power trends in islanded mode.
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Figure 5.10: Voltage profile for selected strategic buses.
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5.1.2.2 Energy balance
To enable studying of system dynamic behavior for a one-day period, a daily equivalent
load profile, as shown in figure 5.11 (blue line), has been defined in which an interval of
10s represents an equivalent hour. The solar generation plants PV1, PV2, and PV3 rated
at 1.5, 1.5, and 1MVA respectively are utilized to provide the renewable energy supply
to the network during day with availability of solar radiation, as reported in figure 5.11
(green line), while the synchronous generators rated at 0.5MVA each are considered to
feed the base load during night periods figure 5.11 (light blue line). A BESS is connected
to the islanded network in order to preserve system stability and power balance between
generation and load.
The developed strategy is able to optimally manage behavior of both the master (BESS)
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Figure 5.11: Load, BESS, PV and Synch. Gen. Active power in Islanded Mode.
and the slaves (PVs and synch. Generators). In case the production overpasses the load
requirements, the BESS absorbs the surplus power for charging batteries bank. If the
overproduction excesses the BESS rated power, the BESS forces the slave (PVs or synch.
Generators) to reduce their active power generation to preserve the islanded system sta-
bility. On the other hand, when the generation is lower than the overall load, a negative
frequency deviation is produced for modulating the slaves active power outputs and in-
crease their production to keep system frequency at its rated value. Frequency trend is
shown in figure 5.13 where the frequency is set at its rated value as far as the BESS active
power exchange with the islanded system is within the stability dead-band. Figure 5.14
plots the state of charge of the batteries (SoC) which its value at the end of the day needs
to be equal to or greater than its value at the beginning of the day for acceptable BESS
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size.
The synchronous generators are implemented for effectively reducing the size and conse-
quently the total installation cost of the system.
In order to demonstrate the reduction in BESS size as an effect of introducing synchronous
generators for supplying base load during night periods, the energy provided by BESS in
the following two islanded mode scenarios were investigated.
1. Implementing BESS with PV generation plants as slave DG units.;
2. Implementing BESS with PV and synchronous generators as two groups of slave DG
units.;
By comparing the energy provided by BESS in the first case as illustrated in figure
5.12, against that in the second case presented in figure 5.11, which are 15.00MWh and
8.6MWh respectively. The comparison clearly verifies the dramatic reduction in BESS
size as a result of introducing synchronous generators in the developed control strategy.
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Figure 5.12: Load, BESS and PV Active power in Islanded Mode.
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Figure 5.13: Frequency trend.
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Figure 5.14: Batteries State of Charge (SoC).
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Energy contributions of generation plants (PVs and Diesel Generators) to provide load
requirements are illustrated in figure 5.15 where we can see that the PV generation plants
provide the majority of the generated energy whereas the diesel generators are used to
supply base loads during night periods. BESS store energy at generations surplus and
release energy when generation is less than load requirements to preserve generation and
load energy balance.
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Figure 5.15: Energy contributions of generation plants.
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5.2 Implementation of Battery-supercapacitor Hybrid ESS.
BESS and DGs in islanded systems have to be coordinated aiming to maximize the pri-
mary sources usage, to reduce losses and to preserve quality of supply, which primarily
means frequency and voltage magnitude [119]. When more than one DG supply the is-
landed system, the total load should be shared between the DG units basing on their rated
capacity to avoid over loading of single sources [120]. For stand-alone systems implement-
ing PV generation plants, storage using Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA) battery are
the most commonly used technology, because of cost and availability point of view [124].
However, certain loads, e.g. motor starting, require high current for short period of time.
Sizing the batteries to satisfy these load requirements may increase the cost dramatically.
One of the alternatives which can be adopted is utilizing Battery Supercapacitor Hybrid
energy storage system. The supercapacitor with its high power density provides peak load
requirements for short period of time while batteries with their high energy density sup-
ply load continuous power. The use of battery supercapacitor hybrid ESS results in lower
battery current and therefore a lower battery temperature, which are positively affecting
battery lifetime [142].
5.2.1 Battery-supercapacitor Hybrid ESS modelling.
Ultracapacitors generally have high power density while in contrast batteries have high
energy density. Battery-supercapacitor hybrid ESS has considerable effect on peak power
enhancement and extended life of batteries. For further improvement to the implemented
control strategy, especially under pulsed load conditions, a battery- supercapacitor hybrid
ESS, as proposed in [142], has been implemented. A model for a battery supercapacitor
hybrid ESS was developed in DIgSILENT environment as illustrated in figure 5.16. The
supercapacitor is modelled by a capacitor C with an equivalent resistance Risc and con-
nected directly to the DC bus. The battery is modelled by a dc voltage source Vb with an
internal resistance Ri and connected to the DC bus through a bidirectional DC/DC con-
verter. Since the DIgSILENT software does not have a bidirectional DC/DC converter’s
model, a control frame with the required control models, as shown in figure 5.17, have been
developed to utilize boost and buck converters for charge and discharge of the batteries.
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Figure 5.16: Battery- supercapacitor hybrid ESS modelled in DigSilent.
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Figure 5.17: Boost-Buck control frame.
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5.2.2 Simulation and results.
Each ESS technology has its own advantages for a specific application. Certain system
requirements may not be satisfied by a single ESS technology. Utilizing Hybrid ESS can
be an alternative to overcome this deficiency. A battery supercapacitor hybrid ESS may
combine the advantages of high energy density in battery technology and high power den-
sity in supercapacitor technology to provide large power and energy capacities. A battery
supercapacitor hybrid ESS has been implemented in the developed control scheme using
a model proposed in [142]. Simulations are carried out applying load perturbations shown
in figure 5.18. Figure 5.19 reports the active power contributed by the supercapacitor
(green line) and that by the battery (blue line) to provide the total active power (red
line) of the ESS. It can be seen from figure 5.19 that the supercapacitor supplies the
major part of the peak load while the battery supplies the lower continuous power. In
this way the battery’s depth of discharge (DOD) is reduced and consequently its lifetime
is improved. Researchers [142], [143], [144] have demonstrated several benefits achieved
with the assistance of supercapacitor: battery’s power rating, current and temperature
are reduced resulting in battery reduced cost and improved overall efficiency of the ESS.
However, the cost of supercapacitors still high but the prices are predicted to be decreased
by advanced technologies. Economic studies for optimization of increasing the number of
parallel batteries or utilizing supercapacitors may be carried out but it was not considered
as one of the tasks of the thesis.
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Figure 5.18: Load perturbation and active power trend.
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Figure 5.19: Batt.-Supercap. Hybrid ESS active power showing Batt. and supercap.
contributions.
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Conclusions and Future works
Islanded systems making use of renewable energy sources becomes viable for supplying lo-
cal networks with weak connection to main grid to preserve end-user power quality in case
of temporary blackout. In Islanded systems, Energy Storage Systems (ESS) are essential
to overcome PV output fluctuation nature and to preserve generation/load balance and
system stability. Appropriate control strategies are key factors to coordinate energy stor-
age systems and renewable energy resources in islanded network. The use of distributed
generation technologies utilizing local renewable resources for electrification of a remote
distribution network was investigated. A MV distribution network, corresponding in size
to Libyan oasis-village, is assumed as a case study. Load flow simulation was carried out
to illustrate improvement of the network power quality levels in both grid connected and
islanded modes as a result of implemintation of distributed generation technologies. A
(SMO) master/slave control strategy implementing PV and BESS was developed to regu-
late frequency and voltage in islanded mode. According to the developed control scheme,
BESS operates as a slack node and modulates frequency and voltage at its PCC to indi-
rectly control the PVs behavior while PVs are controlled as PQ generators with references
depending on frequency and voltage imposed by the BESS.
The developed control strategy has the following characteristics:
1. BESS’ active power exchange with the islanded system is minimized to maintain its
ability to enhance system stability.
2. The reactive power of the BESS goes to zero at steady state while the PVs provide
all reactive power network requirements. Consequently, the BESS inverter capability
curve is not reduced by reactive power generation, improving the BESS capacity of
active power regulation and minimizing the power electronic converter losses.
3. For implementing the developed control strategy no communication channels are
required, since frequency and voltages are used for coordinating the role of both the
solar generation and the energy storage system in facing active and reactive power
requirements of the connected loads.
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4. The number and the depth of batteries charge/discharge cycles are reduced to avoid
impacts on batteries lifetime.
Dynamic simulations confirm the ability of implemented control schemes in providing
load requirements in islanded mode with preserving system stability and power balance
between generation and load along with the above mentioned characteristics. Whereas,
in grid connected mode, the PV generation plants provide the maximum available active
power with implementation of active power reduction signal to decrease PV active power
output in over frequency transient while surplus power is injected to the grid.
System dynamic simulations in a span of 24 hours demonstrate that the proposed strategy
is able to optimally manage both the BESS behavior and the PV source. However, exploit-
ing solely PVs in MV islanded networks, with energy production just during daytimes,
as integrated DGs units with the BESS results in a large size of the BESS is required
providing islanded network requirements during evening and night periods. So alternative
solutions such as; load shedding, programmable load scheduling, or introducing other DG
units to cover load requirements during evening and night periods, are to be adopted to
minimize the BESS size.
Focusing on the last alternative, synchronous generators were introduced in the developed
control strategy to supply the load during night period in order to minimize the size of
the battery storage system. The reduction in BESS size was illustrated by comparing the
energy provided by BESS in case of using PV only to that implementing PV and syn-
chronous generators which were 15.00MWh and 8.6MWh respectively. The comparison
clearly verifies the dramatic reduction in BESS size as a result of introducing synchronous
generators in the developed control strategy.
For storage system efficiency improvement and further reduction of batteries size, battery
supercapacitor hybrid ESS is proposed to the developed control strategy. Dynamic simu-
lations demonstrate that, from the total ESS active power, the supercapacitor supplies the
major part of the peak load while the battery supplies the lower continuous power. This
reduces the depth of discharge of the batteries (DOD) and consequently improves their
lifetimes and moreover reduces batteries size and improves overall efficiency of the ESS.
However, the cost of supercapacitors still relatively high but the prices may be decreased
by advanced technologies. Economic studies for optimization of increasing the number of
parallel batteries or utilizing supercapacitors may be carried out but it was not considered
as one of the tasks of the thesis.
For future works, different types of energy storages can be investigated to evaluate the
most suitable type for this application. Also other DGs technologies can be analyzed to
integrate PV and energy storage for supplying base load during evening and night peri-
ods to find out better alternatives from technical, environmental, and economic points of
view.
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Economic studies can be carried out to evaluate an optimum selection for either using
larger size of battery energy storage (BESS) or battery-supercapacitor hybrid ESS.
Strategical study for installation of utility scale PV system can be performed to get benefits
of the high availability of solar radiation in the area under study.
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Appendix
A.1 PowerFactory (DIgSILENT) Software
This appendix gives a concise description of the main power systems components modelling
available in the selected simulation software library.
A.1.1 DIgSILENT PF software environment
DIgSILENT PowerFactory is an advanced power system simulation software package for
studying and analyzing of industrial, utility and commercial electrical power systems. Its
name DIgSILENT stands for Digital SimuLation and Electrical NeTwork simulation pro-
gram. It combines reliable and flexible system modeling capabilities, with state-of-the-art
solution algorithms and a unique database management concept. It presents methodolog-
ical approaches for modelling of system components used in generation, transmission and
distribution systems. Thse features allow the user to create detailed power system mod-
els, simulate and analyze power systems for optimum operation and expansion planning.
PowerFactory comprises a list of simulation functionality including [136]:
❼ Balanced and unbalanced power flow.
❼ Fault analysis;
❼ Harmonics, Frequency scans.
❼ RMS Stability.
❼ EMT simulations for three, two and single phase AC systems and DC systems.
❼ Protection simulation and co-ordination.
❼ Distribution, transmission and generation reliability.
❼ Small signal analysis (eigenvalues).
❼ Static and dynamic voltage stability.
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❼ Active and reactive power dispatch.
❼ State estimation.
❼ Open tie optimization, optimal capacitor placement, cable sizing.
❼ Built-in automation interface (DPL).
❼ ODBC driver, interfaces for GIS and SCADA integration, PSS/E compatibility.
Library: DIgSILENT PowerFactory provides global libraries and user libraries with re-
spective access and modification rights. Global library contains a comprehensive model
library, powerful built-in functions and equipment types such as transformers, cables, gen-
erators, motors, conductors, tower configurations, controllers, etc. The user can define
and organize his own integrated libraries for all kind of data, grids, output definitions,
forms, user-written models, frames, etc.
Graphical Editor: DIgSILENT PowerFactory also provides a fully integrated graphical
editing environment, which enables the user to:
❼ Draw and modify electrical grids for integrated network and area diagrams, classic
single line and substation configuration diagrams, with a configurable multi-layer
network viewing and plotting capability.
❼ Utilize a comprehensive “drag and drop” power system element library containing
transformers, generators, HVDC systems, etc., which the user is free to expand to
include new elements for both devices and types.
❼ Initiate calculation events directly within the graphical environment.
❼ Display calculation results immediately in result boxes within the single line diagram.
Modeling Flexibility: Although DIgSILENT PowerFactory contains a comprehensive model
library and powerful built-in functions, the user may define additional control models and
calculation functionality (user defined models). This can be done by using DIgSILENT
Simulation Language (DSL). DSL allows the creation of any kind of static or dynamic
multi-input/multi-output model.
A.1.2 Modeling of PV Generation Plant
PV generation plants can be represented in PowerFactory either by implementing a PWM
converter or Static Generator. In case of using PWM converter the PV model is repre-
sented with a DC current source and a DC link capacitor connected to the DC bus as
shown in figure A.1.
Implementing a static generator for representing the PV is the more common way
used in PowerFactory. The static generator can be dragged and dropped from elements
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Figure A.1: PV presentation in PowerFactory using PWM converter
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Figure A.2: PV presentation in PowerFactory using static generator
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Figure A.3: Built-in PV frame or composite model in PowerFactory
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library and connected to the LV AC bus as shown in figure A.2. No interfacing converter
is required since the static generator represents the PV array and the converter.
A built-in template using static generator is provided in PowerFactory library. Figure
A.3 [145] illustrates the system control frame (composite model) showing the different
common models, measurement devices and signals flow. The included common models
are briefly described as following:
❼ Solar Radiation: Limited time integrator to integrate the accumulated change of
irradiance per second and send its output as the solar radiation E in (W/m2) to the
photovoltaic model.;
❼ Temperature model: Limited time integrator for integrating the accumulated
change in temperature per second and send its output as ambient temperature (theta
in (➦C)) to the photovoltaic model.;
❼ Photovoltaic model: The model as shown in figure A.4 [145] has 3 inputs, Uarray
, E, and Theta. After Uarray is filtered and divided by the number of series modules
to get voltage of one module, the three inputs are used in PV Module, based on
equations written in DSL, to calculate string current I and a module voltage in the
maximum power point Vmmp. In order to obtain the array’s current and voltage,
I and Vmmp are multiplied by the number of parallel modules and the number of
series modules respectively, which are the output of the photovoltaic model ( Iarray
and Vmmp array).;
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Figure A.4: Photovoltaic model.
❼ DC Busbar and Capacitor model: The two inputs to this model are the array
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current from the photovoltaic model and the measured PV active power while the
output is the DC voltage across the capacitor which considered as the actual DC
voltage as shown in figure A.5 [145]. In this block the measured active power is
divided by the DC voltage to get the DC current, the difference between the array
current and the DC current gives the differential current in the capacitor. The
resultant current is converted to p.u. integrated and then multiplied by base voltage
to get the output DC voltage.
Figure A.5: DC Busbar and Capacitor.
❼ Active Power Reduction model: This model has the measured frequency as an
input to provide an output signal (pred), as shown in figure A.6 [145], to force the
controller to reduce the active power output of the static generator in case of over
frequency. It functions when the frequency goes upper than 50.2Hz and reduces the
active power by 40% per Hz. If the frequency falls below 50.05Hz, the controller can
increase the PV delivered active power;
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Figure A.6: Active Power Reduction.
❼ PV Controller: It can be considered as the main controller in the PV system
control frame. Its aim is to regulate the PV system active and reactive power
outputs based on reference signals provided from the DC side of the PV system;
As illustrated in figure A.7 [145], the active power is regulated according to the refer-
ence signal (vdcref) from photovoltaic model which compared with (vdcin) from DC
busbar and capacitor model, the difference (dp) injected to PI controller with (pred)
signal from active power reduction model to prevent over frequency. The output
of the PI (id), with upper and lower limits (idmax) and (idmin), passed through the
current limiter to provide the d-axis component of the reference current (idref ) which
regulate the active power output of the static generator. On the other hand, the
reactive power is regulated according to AC voltage measurement of the LV bus, this
value is compared with the steady state reference value and the difference is injected
to the reactive power support block. The equations in this block are written with a
deadband and droop control. The deadband and droop are denoted as parameters
and can be changed according to the implemented standard recommendations. The
output of the reactive power support block (iq), with upper and lower limits (iqmax)
and (iqmin), passed through the current limiter to provide the q-axis component of
the reference current (iqref ) which regulate the reactive power output of the static
generator;
❼ Static Generator: Astatic generator is a power source with no rotating parts. The
active and reactive power outputs of the static generator are respectively regulated
by the real and imaginary parts of its current which are defined by idref and iqref
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Figure A.7: Main PV Controller.
provided by the PV controller. In Power Factory, static generator can be selected
from the “drag and drop”, generator data is specified using the edit data windows.
Figure A.8 shows static generator edit data window ‘Basic data’. From this window
the following data can specified;
1. The connected terminal ‘busbar’.
2. Type of generator can be selected from a category list which comprises (Photo-
voltaic, Wind Generator, Other Renewable Generators, Fuel Cell, Other Static
Generators).
3. Machine rating in MVA and power factor.
4. Number of machines in parallel.
Furthermore, from the data window ‘load flow’, shown in figure A.9, the following
data can be specified:
1. The machine can be selected as a reference machine or not.
2. Local Voltage Controller can be selected from the list as; Power Factor, Voltage,
or Droop.
3. The Corresponding Bus Type can be defined as a SL or PQ based upon if the
machine is a reference machine or not.
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Figure A.8: Static generator’s edit data window ‘Basic data’.
4. The dispatched active and reactive powers.
5. Reactive Power Operational Limits can be specified either manually by setting
the value in the related place, or according to the capability curve.
6. Capability curve as illustrated in figure A.9 shows the active and reactive power
limits of the static generator in per unit values. The blue curve defines the power
limits of the inverter. The active power limit specified on the y-axis depending
on the power factor value while the reactive power limits are defined as Qmin
and Qmax on the x-axis.
Figure A.9: Static generator’s edit data window ‘load flow’.
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A.1.3 Modeling of BESS
Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) is represented in PowerFactory by a DC voltage
source and a PWM converter as shown in figure A.10. The nominal voltage of the DC
voltage source is defined using the data window ‘Basic data’. For PWM, as shown in figure
A.11 and figure A.12, edit data window ‘Basic data’ is used to set:
1. The rated voltages of the connected AC and DC terminals in kv.
2. PWM rated power in MVA.
While edit data window ‘load flow’ is used for defining:
1. Control mode (Vac-phi, Vdc-phi, PWM- phi, Vac-P, P-Q, Vdc-Q, or Vac-Vdc).
2. Reactive power limits.
3. Active power setpoint.
Figure A.10: Representing of BESS in PowerFactory..
Figure A.11: PWM’s edit data window ‘Basic data’.
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Figure A.12: PWM’s edit data window ‘load flow’.
A BESS built-in model is provided in PowerFactory library. Figure A.13 shows the
control frame of the BESS model (composite model) which comprises Battery composite
model, frequency control, PQ control , charge control, PWM converter model, measuring
devices and flow signals. These models are only briefly described in the following part
because the built-in model is not implemented in the thesis.
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Figure A.13: Built-in control frame (composite model) of the BESS in powerfactory [146].
1. Battery Composite model: The battery composite model as shown in figure
A.14 [146] includes: simple battery model, DC current measurement, and DC voltage
source model. In the simple battery model, as illustrated in figure A.15 [146], the
DC input current is used to evaluate the cell’s current and voltage, the battery
voltage and the state of charge (SoC).
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Figure A.14: Battery composite model in PowerFactory.
2. Frequency Control model: This model, as shown in figure A.16, compares the
measured frequency against frequency reference and implements deadband and (f-p)
droop control blocks to provide the active power reference to PQ control model.
3. PQ Control model: This model, as illustrated in figure A.17, provides id ref
and iq ref for regulating active and reactive powers respectively. The upper part
compares the measured active power with the reference power from frequency control
model, the difference dp is filtered and used as an input of PI controller to get id ref .
The lower part also compares the measured voltage with reference voltage and the
difference dv after filtered used as an input to a proportional with a deadband and
an integrator to provide iq ref .
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Figure A.15: Simple battery model in PowerFactory.
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Figure A.16: Frequency control model.
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Figure A.17: PQ Control model.
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4. Charge Control model: This model, as shown in figure A.18, has two bocks;
charge control for controlling charging based on SOC, and current limiter to limit
d and q axis currents based upon parameter values.
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Figure A.18: Charge Control model.
5. PWM Converter model: The inputs to this model are id ref and iq ref for
regulating respectively the active and reactive powers provided by the PWM. In
powerfactory, PWM is available at the drag and drop library and its data can be
specified using the edit data windows as previously illustrated in figures A.11 and
A.12.
A.1.4 Modeling of Synchronous Generators
Synchronous generator can be selected from drag and drop library in PowerFactory panel
and its data can be defined using basic data and load flow windows shown in figures A.19
and A.22 respectively.
The following data can be defined using Basic data window:
1. Machine type can be selected from global library or from a project or a new type
can be created.
2. Connected terminal.
3. Generator /motor.
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4. Internal grounding impedance.
The horizontal arrow beside ‘Type’ can be clicked to open ‘Type basic data and load flow
windows’ as shown respectively in figures A.20 and A.21.
Figure A.19: Synchronous generator’s edit data window ‘Basic data’.
Figure A.20: Synchronous Generator’s Type edit data window ‘Basic data’.
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Figure A.21: Synchronous Generator’s Type edit data window ‘load flow’.
On the other hand, from the load flow window, shown in figure A.22, the following
data can be defined:
❼ Whether the machine is a reference machine or not and consequently the correspond-
ing bus is SL or PQ.
❼ Mode of local voltage control (power factor or voltage).
❼ Dispatched active and reactive power.
❼ Active and reactive powers operational limits.
Figure A.22: Synchronous generator’s edit data window ‘load flow’
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